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Survey
relays BC
experience

Text test
sees 50%

Senior survey focuses
on realms outside of
academic life

Tests of emergency
notification system
garner sub-par results

success

By Brynne Lee
Heights Editor

By

FromMarch 25 until April 14,the se-

The first test of Boston College's

nior survey willbe online and available
for seniors to complete. The Boston
College Questionnaire (BCQ) focuses
on

Alexi Chi

News Editor

emergency notificationsystem garnered

the undergraduate experience and

is conducted every other year. Seniors
are presentedwith a multitudeof questions that give the University insight
into their experiencesat BC over their

four years as undergraduates.
TheOffice ofUniversity Mission and
Ministry sponsors the optionalsurvey,
which was craftedin 2003 andfirst used
in 2004. The purpose of the survey is
to understand what the students are
doing throughout their time at BC.
"We're doing BCQ to explaintopeople
what the life ofthe undergraduatelooks
like," said Father James Fleming, S.J.,
director of mission planning and assessment. Approximately 68 percent
of the senior class participates in the
survey.

The surveyfocuses on a broadrange
of topics including religion, community service, spirituality,relationships,

See Survey, B4

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Howard McLendon ofCampus Ministry and Tokufumi Noda, head of the Interfaith Dialogue Club, are workingto increase interfaith dialogueat BC.

Spiritual paths diverge
The quest for dialogue continues as students
engage in interfaith living on the Heights
interfaith living at BC.

By Jennifer Roach

HeightsEditor
Editor'sNote: This storyis thesecond in a
multi-part series examining interfaith issues
at Boston College. Part one introduced the
administration's new Interfaith Initiative.
Part two discusses student involvement and

Fromthe moment an anxious and excited freshman first steps foot on the Boston
Collegecampus, he or she is introducedto
the spiritual community thatthrives here,
most notablythrough the Mass of the Holy
Spirit celebrated during orientation. The

event is intended to introduce the incoming class to thishistoric Jesuit institution.

Some students, however,feel thistradition
does not serve as the best introduction to
spiritual life at BC.
Tokufumi Noda,head of anew student
effort known as the Interfaith Dialogue
Club and A&S '09, expressed discomfort
with the freshman orientation event.
While he said he respects the aim of the

a 50 percent success rate, Emergency
Management officials reported on
Wednesday. The text messages sent
to the 14,000 undergraduates, faculty,
and staffwho supplied their cell phone
numbers prior to March 1were received
by approximately half of the target
audience. The results of the March
13 test reflect tests of similar systems
conducted by colleges and universities
nationwide.
The emergency notification system
that distributed text messages to the
BC campus on Thursday waspurchased
through 3n, a national vendor that
provides mass notification systems to
organizations nationwide.This 3n system, known as the InstaCom Campus
Alert, is capable of contacting students
through SMS text messaging, cell
phones,BlackBerry devices,e-mail, and
instant messaging.

The results of the test were analyzedby both 3n and by BC Informa-

See Emergency, B4

See Interfaith, B5

CARE Week launched with fashion, discussion
Panelist sheds light
on the prevalence of
acquaintance rape
By Meghan Michael

Assoc. News Editor
Rape and sexual assault are appalling occurrences in any case,but are even
more alarming when the victim knows
the assailant. As part of the Women's
Resource Center's CARE Week to promote awareness about issues regarding
rape, sexualassault, andviolence against
women, Dr. Andrea Parrot, author, pro-

fessor, and sociologist, spoke about the
reality of acquaintance rape on college
campuses. The lecture, titled "Acquaintance Rape: the Hidden Crime on College Campuses," was sponsored by the
Undergraduate Government of Boston
College (UGBC).
According to the U.S. Department
of Justice, 3 percent of college women
experience and report completed or attemptedrape yearly,and 70 percentknow

SIESTA fashion show
empowers women with
style and poetry

cases, the victims reported that alcohol

was a factor.
"The law says you can't consent if
there is a physical, mental, or emotional
disability. If you are drunk, you can't
consent," Parrot said. "Even if you have
had sex with someone before, you still
need consent."
This compounds the issue of sexual
assault and rape, particularly on college
campuses where students might engage
in underage or binge drinking, andParrot
said that the problem of responsibility
might be more difficultto navigate when
alcohol is involved.
"How do you knowwhen you are with
someone and they are blackout?Andwhat
ifboth are drinking andboth are blacked
out, who can be brought up on charges?"
Parrot said. "Nowyou see why this is such
a complicated gray zone area."
While Parrot stressedthat it was important for students to act in responsible
ways to help avoid these situations, she
also suggested that they remove themselves from high-risk settings as before
it reached that point. If students are

their aggressor. In two-thirds of these

By

While the world of fashion may
sometimes seem concerned only with
undernourished models and egotisti-

cal designers, a fashion show put on by
Boston College students showed that
fashion can also provide a platform
for more important social issues. As
part of CARE Week, which stands for
"ConcernedAbout Rape Education," a
fashion showput on by SistersInfluencing and Empowering Sisters Through
Assembly (SIESTA) shed light on the
issues of sexual assault and rape. The
show was sponsored by the Women's
Resource Center, the Office ofAHANA
Student Programs, and the Women of
Color Coalition.
The SIESTA Fashion Show, held
IAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

See Rape, B4

The SIESTAfashion show was more than stylish; it featured a reading of an empowering poem.

Students groove for a cause
By Meghan Michael

Assoc. News Editor
The sounds of Michael Jackson's
"Thriller" and Britney Spears's "Hit Me
Baby One More Time" could be heard
through Lower Campus as they drifted
out the doors of the Flynn Recreation
Complexon Saturday. Inside, volunteers
danced the day and night away in the
sixth annual Dance Marathon, which
raised money to support the Franciscan
Hospitalfor Children.
The Plex was transformed with Hollywood-inspired decorations, twinkling
lights, and movie posters for the "Red
CarpetAffair"-themed event.From noon
until midnight, visitors walked up the
"red carpet" to join the 53 dancers, who
wererequired to stay on theirfeetfor the
full 12 hours. The 25 to 30 moralerswho
accompanied them came in six-hourshifts
JUSTIN PIKE / HEIGHTS STAFF

A BC student colored with a boyfrom the Franciscan Hospital for Children on Saturday night.

BC heads to Frozen Four after
win over Miami University
ML for the third straight year
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Turnitin deemed OK
to detect plagarism
By

John Conor Michalek

Heights

Staff

Plagiarism and cheating are a plague
to any scholarly institution. Universities
and professors fight to keep students in

line and ensure an honest environment.
But how far can the education system
go?
Last Wednesday, The Chronicle of
HigherEducation reported that the plagiarism-detectionweb site Turnitin.com
was victorious in their legal suit when a
federal judgeruled in its favor. The case
involved Turnitin and four high school
students fromArizona and Virginia. The
students weresuing based on the fact that
Turnitin keeps students' papers in its
databaseand allowsothers to view their

Arts & Review

Sports

INSIDE

Tue Tran

Heights Editor

Dance Ensemble's
'Impulse' pleases audience
with modern performances
of all kinds
C1

work, name, and schoolwithout permission. The plaintiffs sued because they
believedTurnitin to be guilty ofcopyright
infringement.
The judge's 24-page report declared
that iParadigms, the company running
Turnitin, doesnot violatestudentsrights.
"Schools have a right to decide how to
monitor and address plagiarismin their
schools and may employ companies
like iParadigms to help do so," said The
Chronicle's Jeffrey Young.
Professors who use Turnitin.com can
require students to upload their papers
online, where their work is checked
against Internet sources and other previously uploaded essays. It is this aspect

See Plagarism, B5
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Pro-Tibet activists
interrupt Olympic relay
ATHENS, Greece (AP)

Chinese spectators cheered Sunday as Greece handed off
the Olympicflame for its journey to Beijing
and relay through 20 countries. But protesters brandishing Tibetan flags stole the
limelight. Some two dozen activists chanted
"Save Tibet!" and unfurled a banner reading "Stop Genocide in Tibet" before police
intervened, detaining 21 protesters outside
the Panathenian Stadium. Most were later
freed. London's route on April 6 is sure
to be lined by thousands of demonstrators,
who are expected to have a wreath-laying
ceremony to commemorate those killed in
Tibet's recent unrest. Pro-Tibet demonstrators are expectedto be just as numerous
in Paris on April 7. FrenchPresident Nicolas
Sarkozy is thefirst European leader to suggest a boycott ofthe opening ceremony as a
possibility to protest China's handling ofthe
unrest in Tibet.
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McNellis namedrecipient of
BC senior curates Islamic
the MaryKaye Waldron Award
calligraphy exhibit at the MFA
Emily Neumeier, A&S '08, is an art history major, a
PresidentialScholar, and recent curator ofthe exhibitat
theMuseum ofFine Arts,Kufic Korans: Calligraphyin the
World ofIslam. Displayed in the MFA's IslamicCorridor
throughNov. 2, the exhibitionincludes manuscripts, ceramics, ceremonialartifacts, costumes, and metalwork;

allwhich were researched andlabeledby Neumeier.Her
work on the exhibitionbegan over a year ago when she
began translating uncatalogued manuscripts from the
MFA during her semester abroad in Cairo, and it will
be accompaniedby a 30- to 40-page Honors Program
senior thesis.

Fr. Paul McNellis will be the recipient of the Mary
Kaye Waldron Award, a student-nominatedachievement
thatrecognizes Boston Collegefacultyandstaffmembers
who go beyond therequirements of theirjob and actively
improve student life on campus with theircontributions.
He was unanimously chosen by the award committeeto
be the recipient this year and received more than half
of the total nominations submitted for his involvement
with the Sons of St. Patrick, his Perspectives course,
and his experiences as a war veteran. The 13th-annual
Mary Kaye Waldron Award will be given to McNellis
on Monday, April 28 in the Murray Function Room of
the Yawkey Athletic Center at 5 p.m. and is open to all
faculty

UNDER REPORTED
UNIVERSITIES

Search continues for college
student missing two months
On Thursday the Vermont State Police conducted
large-scale search for Nicholas Garza, a 19-year-old
freshman at Middlebury College, who has been missing
for two months. The student disappeared while walking
from oneresidence hall to anotheron the evening ofFeb. 5
and has not been seen since. Investigators had hoped that
the meltingsnow wouldreveal new clues abouthis whereabouts,but as ofyet nothinghas surfaced. "There's always
been the hope for Nick's safe return," said the college's
spokesperson, Sarah Ray. "It's just a sad situation and
people continue to deal with it as best they can."
a
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@

Oh man, don't tell me the root
beer keg is already tapped...

bcheights.com. For future events,

e-mail, fax,

At 10 p.m. on a Saturday, cars lined the street outside of a noisy rural home in Wausau, Wis. The police
pulled up as teenagerswandered into the house, where
akeg and drinking games were beingplayed inside. The
quarter-barrelkeg, however, was filled with 1919 Classic
American Draft Root Beer. Nearly 90 breath tests were
given and officerssearchedlocked rooms for hidingteens
as party-goers maintainedthat they had not beendrinking alcohol.The hostof the party, Dustin Zebro, said he
staged theroot beer party afterfriends at his high school
got suspended from sports because of photos showing
them holdingred cups andhe wantedto show that teens
don't always drink alcohol at parties.
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1. "The Prophet of
"Challenge to
"Eleven Seconds:
"Charlie Wilson
Post-Communism" Love, Call to Hope" ConqueringLife's
and the Afghan War"
Hurdles"
Tuesday
Time: 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday
Location: Devlin 101 Location: McGuinn 121 Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: McGuinn 121
Nina Khrushcheva, pro- Cardinal Oscar Rodrifessor, scholar and the guez, Archbishop of Te- Former Boston Unigreat-granddaughter of gucigalpa, Honduras,
versity hockey player,
former Soviet Premier will address dimenactivist, and author,
Nikita Khrushchev, will sions of the worldwide Travis Roy will speak
be speaking on Vladimir social mission of the
about his experience
Nabokov and Russian Catholic Church in the as a quadriplegic and
politics.
21st century.
his work as an activist.
Monday
Time: 4 p.m.

BC Idol
Friday

Thursday
Time: 8 p.m.
Time: 8 p.m.
Location: Gasson 100
Location: Gasson 100 The fourth annual BC
Former Democratic
Idol competition will
Congressman Charlie
be held to benefit the
Travis Roy Foundation
Wilson will recount
his role in reshaping
and Helping Hands.
the region, as well as The event includes
relate his experiences live performances,
to current U.S. foreign judges, and participation by the audience.
policy.

detailed de-

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jessica Isner, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.

Arts Events
BILL HABE / AP PHOTO

Down to the wire, Dems

look to win big Tuesday
things to do this week on campus

or mail a

scription of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.

Thousands of Katrina victims who received money through the Road Home grant
program may have to return thousands of
dollarsthat were to be used to rebuild their
destroyedhomes. The private contractor who
ran thefederallyfunded Road Homeprogram,
ICF InternationalofFairfax, Va., estimated
that up to 5,000 collection cases were given
too much aidand were overpaidby an average
of $35,000per case, meaning that applicants
may have to back a total of $175 million. As
of this past week, one-thirdof qualified applicants had yet to receive any rebuilding
money from the Road Home program. ICF
spokeswoman Gentry Brann told reporters
thatICF andthe stateknew applicantswould

The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-

seph Neese,Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have information that requires a

clarificationor correction,

or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.

have to return some money.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter
3/26/08 - 3/28/08
Wednesday, March 26
11:26 a.m. - Areport is filed in thePlexregarding an injuredparty who was transported to a
medicalfacility.
2:55 p.m. - Areport is filed in Middle Campus
lots regarding a motor vehicle that was towed
due to several outstanding parking tickets
and an expired registration and inspection
sticker.
5:24 p.m. - A report is filed in the Dustbowl
regarding a suspicious person. He was arrested and transported to Newton Police
station to be held.
5:30 p.m. - A report is fifed regarding a studentwho may be the victim of identity
fraud. A detective is investigating.
8:57 p.m. - A report is filed in Beacon St.
garageregarding a motor vehicle that caused
damage to a parking control arm. The party
was identifiedand restitution will be sought.
10:26 p.m. - A report is filed in the Mods
regarding a fire alarm activation.

Thursday, March 27

1:02 a.m. - A report is filed in Gonzaga Hall
regarding vandalism.
9:14 a.m. - A report is filed regarding a habitual parking offender who was identified.
The parking permit was confiscated.
9:57 p.m. - A report is filed in Ignacio Hall
regarding a minor motor vehicle accident.
11:30 a.m. - Areport isfiled in GassonHall regarding an injured party who was transported
by ambulance to a medicalfacility.
6:26 p.m. - A report is filed in the commuter
lot regarding a hazardouswork site.
8:49 p.m. - A report is filed in Conte Forum
regarding an injured party who was transported to a medicalfacility by ambulance.

Voices from the Dustbowl
"What's one thing you want to do at Boston
College before you graduate?"
"I want to do some community
service because I'm pretty
much the only one of my
friends who hasn't done any
yet."
?Kevin Valenski,
A&S '11

"Participate in more clubs

around campus. I'm only in
one this year, and next year
I'd like to join more."
?Ashley Jenest,
LSOE '11

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552--0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS
In last Thursday's article

Friday, March 28
7:54 p.m. - Areport is fifed off campus regarding an intoxicatedunderageparty who was
transported to a medical facility by ambulance.
?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

"I want to go to a Red Sox
game. Istill haven't been to
Fenway."
?Tom White,
CSOM '08

"Bishops outline values
for '08," Cardinal Joseph
Bernardin's namewas
misspelled.
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Police auction to benefit children
raise the price to help out the cause."

Belsha
Heights Staff

were real."
In previous years, Murphy said, lost tennisbraceBidding wars for the 15 abandonedbicycles rallied
back and forth for a good portion of the four-hour lets have been auctionedofffor a few hundred dollars
The Boston College Police Department (BCPD) auction. Audience members emittedloud cheers and and new owners have found the bracelets to be worth
held its annual lost and abandoned property auction gasps of surprise when one bike, a blue Trek 21-speed, between $1,500 and $1,800 upon appraisal.
The BCPD also auctions off property that was at
on Saturday andraised over $4,400 for charity. Every sold for $202. Eight of the bikes were steals at only
one time evidencein a crime or property thathasbeen
year the BCPD chooses a differentchildren's charity $31 to $55.
to which the money will be donated. This year, the
"A lot ofkids will graduate and they'll leavebikes," confiscated on the BC campus. One year, Murphy said,
Coughlin
said. "We find about 20 each year."
the BCPD confiscated20 pairs of speakersfrom a van
proceeds will be given to the Medford Early Education Program for Special Needs Children, in honor of
Lost andabandonedbicycles are held at theBCPD illegally parked on campus. After two or three years,
station for two days before they are the case was still unsolvedand the speakers wereaucDetective Kevin Christopher's son,
moved to a warehouse about two tioned at around $20 a set, althoughMurphy estimates
Ryan, who was diagnosedwith Down
miles fromMain Campus. Coughlin they were worth more than $40. This year a piece of
syndrome.
"I wasn't sure how
saidthat many students are unaware Alaskan artwork, also once a piece of evidence in a
"I was shockedwhen they toldme
it would go because
thatBC employs an online registracrime, sold for $62.
that they were going to choose the
tion
in
for
which
works
All items turnedinto thelost andfound at theBCPD
bicycles,
Ryan
system
[results]
this year,"
the
program honor of
Christopher said. "The program's
similarly to a state car registration. headquarters are given a case numberandthe property
the last couple
A user can register his or her bike office does its best to try andreturn the items to their
going to be very excited about the
auctions...
But this
so that if it is found, it can easily be
owners. Some items, like laptops, memory sticks, and
results of the auction."
returned to him or her.
wallets are easily identifiable. Other possessions, like
In past years, the auction has
will definitely cover
raised an average of $3,500, said
The jewelryportion of the auction watches, calculators, and MP3 players, are not.
the cost the new
Officer Debra Coughlin. This year
If the item is valuable,Coughlin said, it is heldmuch
provided many happy bidders with
newfound
treasures.
Some
students
than the standard 60 days that the station is
longer
potential proceedsfrom the auction
rugs and portable AC evenbid on
pieces as gifts for their required by law to wait before auctioning it off. Some
were estimated at around $1,000,
unit that the children
items are held up to a full yearbefore entering into aucgirlfriends in the audience.
making the auction over four times
tion. Even then,items known to be expensiveare priced
One student won a pair of silmore successful than expected.
need"
ver Tiffany & Co. earrings for his
"It was a large turnout. A lot
at a standard opening bid, and if no one is willing to
girlfriend for $45. Sharon Blumenpay the amount, they re-enter the BCPD vault.
more than we've had in past years.
programs
stock,
Student
assistant
Some lostproperty never even makes it to auction,
Which is good," Coughlin said.
Detective Kevin
for Office for the Dean of Student Coughlin said. Clothes and athletic gear are donated
By 9 a.m., dozensofbidders were
Christopher,
lined up around the tables in the
Development, lucked out with a to Goodwill and eyeglasses are donated to theLions
Club.
Walsh Hall function room. BrowsDavid Yurman bracelet that norBoston College Police
retails
for
for
which
she
Even the athletic department pitched in with the
mally
$450,
ers bobbed and weaved through
Department
bid $100. Several men in the crowd donationoftwo footballs, signed by Giants head coach
the crowd to catch a glimpse of the
walked away with Nike, Timex, and and former BC head coach Tom Coughlin and former
iPods, digital cameras, and bicycles
Guess watches all for under $15.
Patriots player Steve Grogan, both of which sold for
viewing
before the 30-minute
period
Officer Bill Murphy said that hidden finds in the over $40.
came to a close. A chatteringcrowd reviewed the long
"I wasn't sure how it wouldgo because of the [rejewelry portion of the auction are nothing new for the
auction list, hoping to find a buried treasure among
sults]
over
BCPD.
ofthelast coupleofauctions," said Christopher.
the
165 items.
"We auctioned off a brooch one year that looked "But this will definitely cover the cost of the new rugs
"It's amazing, there's always someone to bid on the
items," said SergeantKevin Croke, who is in charge of like nothing. It was gold-coloredwith five littlecoland portable AC unit that the children need. And it's
all lostand abandonedproperty at BC. "Butthe auction ored stones. The woman bought it for $5 and had it all because of the property office that works so hard
is for the kids, so sometimes people come in and try to appraised for $3,500. It turns out all those stones all year long." \u25a0
By Kalyn
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Shifting demographics will affect colleges
Dave Kete
Heights Staff
By
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Meal Deal: $24.99+ tax
1 large 2 Topping Pizza, 1 SmallChicken
Fingers, 1 Small Mozzarella Sticks,
and

a 2 Liter
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As the number of applicationsto
Boston College rose to an all-time
high of 31,000 this year, many members of the BC population expect
it to increase as the profile of the
school continues to rise. According
to data from the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education
(WICHE), however, the number of
high school graduates nationwide is
going to declinedueto normalpopulation shifts.

College
0F

Student Services

years.

The population goes through periods of highs
and lowsin birthrates, althoughit exhibits an overall
increasing
trend.
It appears
thatover
the next
seven
populayears the
the student
tionofhigh
school
will be
graduates
population
andthen
declining,
creates a better
in 2015 it
will go
environment
another
through
period of
growth.
students'.'
nu m As the
overbers for
all high
school
Ben Lawson,
rates
graduate
are broken
down,
A&S 11
however, it
becomes
clear that
someracial demographics
are actuallyincreasing their high school graduation
numbers, leading to not onlya decrease in the numbers of college entrants but also a redistributionof
the racial makeup of those same college entrants.
It appears that while over the next seven years
the number ofwhite and black high school graduates will be decreasing, in some cases by doubledigit percentages, the numbers of Hispanic and
Asian graduates will actually be increasing. This
will cause an enormous redistribution among the
racial makeup of college campuses. The members
of WICHE predict that nearly half of all high
school graduates will be minority students by the
year 2022.
Some wonder if the decline in the numbers of
high school graduates will make getting into college less competitive in the coming years, possibly
leading to a decrease in the quality of students.
However, results from another WICHE survey
demonstrate that in many areas, school districts
are taking measures to make sure that the overall
level of education in high schools is continually

"Diversification
of
for

?

Registration Calendar
for Summer and Fall 2008
Graduate/WCASU Registration
Registration begins on Wednesday, April 9.
GSSW Registration

Summer registration begins at 7:00 p.m. on Monday, April 14.
Fall registration begins at 7:00 p.m. on Monday, April 28.

Law Registration
Class of 2009 Wednesday, April 23
Class of 2010 Thursday, April 24

Undergraduate Registration
Academic advising period begins on Wednesday, March 26
Class of 2009 Thursday, April 10, and Friday, April 11
Class of 2010 Monday, April 14, and Tuesday, April 15
Class of 2011 Wednesday, April 16, and Thursday, April 17
*CSOM (Class of 2009 and 2010) pick up registration materials in
the Honors Library, second floor, Fulton Hall on:

Class of 2009 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
April 8 and 9
Class of 2010 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. April 10 and 11
Class of 2011 should contact their faculty guides/peer advisors for
registration materials.
?

?

Before registering, reference the Schedule of Courses available March
27 in Lyons Hall, dining hall level or view the Schedule of Courses and
course

A recent article in the ChronicleofHigher Education stated thatthis trendin decreasingpopulation
is not distributedevenly among demographics. Due
to the decrease in population, there will be a large
shift in the composition of the collegiate student
body as a whole in America over the next seven
years. More specifically, this means that there will
be record numbers of minority students who are
able to attend a university in the upcoming seven

descriptions at http://www.bc.edu/courses/.

improving.

The reason for the increase in the numbers of
some racial demographics within the population
and a decrease in others remains somewhatunclear
for many, but there are some potentialcontributing

factors to this trend.
These factors include the increasing minority
percentage of the U.S. population, the increasing
numbers of minority students who successfully
graduate from high school and go to college, and
the increased efforts of school boards to improve
minority graduation rates.
As the white percentage of the collegepopulation
declines, there is an opportunity for the minority
populationto be represented on college campuses
at the same levelthatit is represented in the American population.

Some students see this shift as an improvement
in the student body at BC. "Diversification of the
student population creates a better environment
for students," said Ben Lawson, A&S '11. The
traditionally homogenous population at BC has
long been a sticking point with some students who
believethat there should be a more diverse learning
environment.

This naturalpopulation shift will help efforts to
diversify the racial makeup of the student population. This new datademonstratesthat as the physical campus here at BC changes drasticallywith the
Master Plan, the makeup of the student population
could also change dramatically.\u25a0

Drugs on

college
campuses

Allison Johnson
When thinking of the college social
scene, one typically imagines weekend
parties in hot apartments, crammed

withpeople who are more than likely
drinking. However,it's not the consumption of alcoholthat's becoming a
problem - on some Americancollege
campuses, abuse of prescription drugs
and cocaine has drawn attention
recently.

Despite what some uninformed
people may believe, the most common users of cocaine arewhite,
upper-middleclass young adults. So
the question is: How do these people
(namelycollege students) have access to such drugs? The answer is not
shocking
the users ofcoke and prescription drugs such as Oxycodone,
Xanax, and Valiumhave extremely
easy access because they have a lot
of money. Actually, let me correct
myselfand say that their parents have
a lot of money. So, whatbetter way to
use mommy and daddy's hard earned
paycheck than by blowing it all on,
well, blow?
I'm sure we allknow of someone
here on campus who uses at least
one of the aforementioneddrugs. It
becomes a disturbing realization,
however,when we see that it is our
friends, peers, and classmateswho are
abusing these substances. One Boston
College junior says, "It's really more
prevalent than you think. I mean, I
see kids at parties who do lines in
the bathroom, and I've even seen one
kid smoke Oxycodone. I didn't even
know that stuff was smokeable." Keep
in mind, though, that it's not just BC
with thiskind of problem. The majority of college campuses are faced with
the same dilemma, and it's kind of a
scary fact. These college students are
the future ofAmerica and what are
theydoing when they're not studying
to work as doctors or stockbrokers?
They're getting high on coke or painkillers.
What's worse are those students
who participate in community service
- helpingthe homeless, drug addicts,
or the poor - that turn around and
support the lifestyle that perhaps put
some of those people in their condition. How can some students preach
about drug abuse to those who are on
the streets when they, too, are abusers? It makes absolutely no sense, and
those students wouldbe better off
helping themselves than helping their
resume with this so-called community
?

service.

Not only do these drugs have serious long-term effects on the body but
they also are affecting many more
people than you might assume. I tutor

inmates at Suffolk County Correctional, and most of them are serving time
for drug dealing.The most astounding fact is that these inmates have
been to most of the college campuses
in Boston, and no, it's not simply so
theycan hang out and socialize with
the students. There is a huge business
in dealingon campus - many of the
inmates would earn several grand on
a good day from selling coke and prescription drugs not just on the streets,
but on campuses as well. What the

students don'trealize when they are
buying these drugs is that they are
supporting a dangerous lifestylefor
themselves as well as those who are
trying to make a profit from it. Is it really worth risking your health, safety,
and the safety of others, simply for a
high that usually won't even last for
longer than an hour anyway?
I think one ofthe best things the
BC students can do for their community is to stop abusing drugs. It
willcut back on dealing(and thus cut
back on the number of men in prison),
as well as ensure the health and wellbeing of the students. If the health
risks aren't scary enough for you, just
think about the hundreds of dollars
you could be saving yourself, or your
parents, by not using these drugs. BC
has a longhistory ofacademicexcellence as well as being a great place for
its students to socializeand grow as a
community, not to mention it's a Jesuit institution. And I'm fairly certain
that the Jesuits would not support a
lifestyle of coke-snorting and pillpopping. So, before you even think
about using these drugs, think about
the effects they willhave on yourself
and the people around you.
Allison Johnson is a columnistfor The
Heights. She welcomescomments at editor@bcheights.com.
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BC seeks alternative vendor for text notification system
Emergency, from Bl

messages were undeliveredbecause some telecommunications
tion Technology Services (ITS); companies view large volumes
slightly more than half of those of text messages distributed by
registered on campus received Internetcompaniesas spam, and
the text message.
therefore dropped the messages
"These numbers are conor deliveredthem hours late.
sistent with the first test reToaddress theseissues, Moore
sults at colleges and universities saidshe hopes to find a company
throughout the country," said that will provide information on
Vice President for Information which types of cell phones and
TechnologyMarian Moore.
plans will not be able to receive
"We will continue to analyze text messages. "I want to beable
the dataand work with the vento, at the veryleast, let you know.
dor to try to improve theresults Part of it is just communicating
moving forward."
what the present situation is,"
Expectations for the test Moore said. "We can't guarantee
were low, Moore said. She cited you will be in an area where you
a variety of reasons that may
will receive a strong signal. We
have contributed to the system's have some new technology comminimal success. Emergency text ing out that willremedy some of
messages went undelivered bethese situations, but it will be
cause therecipients were in areas
a while until we can absolutely
withweak cell signals, or because communicate with you wherever
they had purchased a prepaid you are."
cell plan. In some situations,
Even at the current received

rate of 50 percent, Moore believes the text-messagenotification system is valuable to campus

thatinvolves improving the present system or considering a new

vendor."
Moore said the University is
safety.
"Say you're sitting in an Engconsidering other vendors that
lish class and 50 percent of the offer similar services to replace
cell phones go off," Moore said. 3n.
"The one thing we're trying to
"We intend to attempt to find
focus on is that if you get a text a better provider. We've found
message or e-mail that says that many of the providers out
there's an emergency situation, there are small companies that
let the other people in the area saw a niche for providing emeryou're in know."
gency communication after 9/11.
To increase thenumber ofstuBut they just don't have the rodents reached by the emergency bust infrastructure to pull it off,
text messages, the University and they are at the mercy of the
plans to continue adjusting and telephone companies to deliver
testing the system.
the messages," Moore said. "We
"Generally in subsequent aren't satisfied and we're going
tests the receival rate improved to continue to look until weprove
dramatically. We anticipate to ourselves that we can't find a
that through future tests at BC better vendor."
our rates will improve as well,"
As it currently stands, BC's
said UniversitySpokesman Jack emergency notification system
Dunn. "We want to do what's consists of a four-part approach,
bestfor BC regardless ofwhether Dunn said.

"The first part is text messaging through the 3n quest
system. We have 14,000 cell

phone numbers of members of
the BC community," Dunn said.
"Part two is e-mail distribution
through ITS at BC. They have
the ability to send e-mails to
the entire University community
within minutes."
The third part, Dunn said, is
posting emergency notification
on the BC Web sites: BC Info,
andBC Prepared. Both are designated sites for emergency notification for the BC community.
The fourth part of the notification system is an emergency
hotline number - 1-800-BOSCOLL - that students and parents alike can call for emergency
information.
Of the four-part approach,
Dunn said, "In an emergency
situation, our intention wouldbe
to use all four of these notifica-

tion vehicles."

Moore expressed a similar
sentiment. "We don'tbelievethat
any particularformof communication will be the end-allbe-all,"

she said. "There's no slam dunk
technology. We're going to use
mass e-mails, text messaging,
and evenlow-tech things like the
amplifiers found in squad cars."
In addition to the current notification system, the University
is considering the installationof
a siren or public address-system,
Dunn said.
Regardless of how students
are contacted in an emergency
situation, however, both administrators emphasized the
importance of word-of-mouth
communication.

"If students receive a communication fromus describingan
emergency situation, they have
to pass that information along,"
Moore said.

\u25a0

CARE Week ushered in with style
Ozella Bishop, director of
public relations for the event
She's unlike anything I've ever and A&S '09, explainedwhy the
heard," saidKatherine Fuentes, formatof this event wasafashion
A&S '09.
show: "It brings awareness in an
"I had read the book beentertaining kind of way. It is a
fore, so I wanted to bring it to calmrelief to the tensions of the
the fashion show," said Pascale other events of the week."
The show concluded with
Pierre, facilitatorof the show and
A&S '09. "Ihope it makespeople the song "I'mEvery Woman" by
think, 'Oh I never thought women ChakaKhan, withthemembersof
ofcolor felt thatway,' or, 'I never SIESTA dancing down the runway a final time.
thought women of
color had such a "I want this show to It was a moving
powerful voice.'"
bring awareness to display of female
Before the show
empowerment as
commenced, ethnic all races and sexes the models exfoods were served
changed their deto be observant
and a variety of
signer clothes for
what's going on the green CARE
music, from theFugees to Maroon
at BC and not be Week shirts each
5, blared from the
had personalized.
to report
"I loved it. It
speakers.
The fashion
artistically exanything that
show's format inpressed how womhappens.
cluded seven draen in those situamatic readings and
tions feel. Being a
Adaorah
woman, I can kind
then runway walks
of relate," said
to upbeat music,
Nwachukwu,
Kate
including Lauryn
Curley, an
A&S '11
Hill's "Doo Wop
audience member
(That Thing)" and
and A&S '11.
"I want this show to bring
Beyonce's "Irreplaceable." The
models strutted and danced awareness to all races and sexes
downthe runway in a humorous to be observant of what's going
manner, modelsofempowerment on at BC and not be afraid to
as well as fashion.
report anything that happens,"
The models then underwent said AdaorahNwachukwu, A&S
wardrobechanges, each wearing '11.
eight different outfits throughout
Not only was the night about
the night. Each reading had an raising awareness of sexual asassociated color, of which the sault and the emotions involved,
models would wear articles of it also highlighted the cause's
clothing. Each wore a different financial need, as donations
item and with different shades
were accepted for transition
of that color, however, shatterhouses locatedaround the Bosing stereotypes of what women ton area.
of color wear. They were united
A quote from Shange's poem
under one color during each says it best: "I found God in mysegment, but showcased their self / And I loved Her. / I loved
diversity of style.
her fiercely." \u25a0
own inner

strength.

" [Shange]'s sucha greatpoet.

of

afraid

?

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Models danceddown therunway to upbeat music, showcasing diverse styles.
Fashion, from Bl

Who Have Considered Suicide
When The Rainbow Is Enuf"
by Ntozake Shange, a famous
African-American writer and
performance artist. Thechoreopoem speaks about how it is to
beblack andfemalein theUnited

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Dr. Parrot spoke on acquaintancerape asa part of the WRC'sCARE Week.

Definition of rape
unclear, speaker says
Rape, from Bl
in a room and they hear sexist jokes or see posters that

make themfeel uncomfortable,
Parrot said they should say
something or leave the room.
Joking about these issues can
powerment.
often
serve as a social cover
Differingfrom last year, a theand a low-levelway for assailatricalelementwas added to the States, expressing a spectrum
ants to test what is socially
show, featuringreadings from the of emotions from heartache to
acceptable.
choreopoem "For Colored Girls ultimatereconciliation with her
"If your gut says this is a
bad thing, say somethingabout
it and don't stay in situations
are dangerous," Parrot said.
"Maybe what you need to say
is, 'I really find that offensive.'
national surveys are extremely spend their time at BC.
munity, and other important And if thatperson accuses you
Survey, from Bl
broad, BC uses the HERI survey
The survey evaluates many skills, compared to when they ofnot having a sense ofhumor
and being a killjoy, well maybe
and extracurricular activities. only every other year, alternatfaith-based activities on camfirst started college.
ing with the BCQ. On evenly pus. Based on the results from
The wide range of topics that's better than being comAccording to Fleming, intellectual growthis much easier to numbered years, BC distributes theBC class of2006, when asked covered in the BCQ is imporplicit in sexual assault."
Parrot said that sexual obthe BCQ survey and on the odd with whomthey talk about their tant to evaluate how seniors
interpret. Therefore, the BCQ
jectificationbecomes so composes questions that more spe- years distributes the HERI faith, 85 percent of the students spent their four years at BC as
survey.
answered with their friends, 74 well as how the University can monplace that people become
cifically pertain to
"Our students
the BC student in
The University percent with their parents, 41 further the personal growth of desensitized.When boundarits students.
ies become unclear, the defihis or herreligious want intellectually is able to alternate percent with professors or inand spiritual life
between surveys structors, and 24 percent said
Often coinedas "The Hidden nition of rape might become
serious from year to year with campus ministers.
as well as imporLife of Undergraduates," the blurredfor both parties.
"This is how I suggest that
tant things he or conversations about because the reThe survey also found that a BCQ allowsfor positive changes
someone might rape someone,"
sults do not show majority of theparticipants par- to be made on campus.
she has done over important topics
in stark change on took in at leastone
the course of four
By students Parrot said. "Not because they
a moral context." a yearly basis; retreat and that
completing the are horrible people, but this is
years at BC.
"The national
how they are socialized."
The specificity
changes are more they found the exsurvey and BC
surveys are too
over long perience imporreWhile some studies estiof the BCQ allows
visible
the
analyzing
Father James
blunt and don't sults, it is pos- mate that nearly one in eight
for more detailed
tant or extremely
periods of time.
Flemin, S.J.,
The senior important.
answers, which
measure what our sible to see what women are victims of comAs with the reundergraduates pleted or attempted sexualascan be interpreted Director of Mission, version of the namore easilyand are
tional survey is treats, community seniors do','Fleming are doing and how sault, the numbers of reported
Planning, and
moreapplicableto
service was found said. "The
those activities, assaults are much lower.Parrot
designed for lonAssessment
BCQ asks conversations,
a BC undergraduattributed this, in part, to the
gitudinal trend to be a major part
surveillance and of students' lives. them [questions] in and opportunities law system itself, which she
ate experience. On
the years when the BCQ is not the questions are broader with To assess the a more appropriate can be improved. said often fails to protect the
distributed, BC seniors commore arbitrary answer choices.
"Our students victims.
growth of faith
"There are rape shield laws
plete a national survey similar
"The nationalsurveys are too among students at and accurate way" want intellectuthat protect people, but they
to the one students complete as blunt and don't measure what BC, the questionally informed seriour seniors do," Fleming said.
naire asks seniors
ous conversations
don't really protect people,
they enter orientation.
The Higher Education Re"The BCQ asks them [quesabout important and a victim's background
to indicatethe imFather James
search Institute (HERI) at the tions] in a more appropriateand portance ofcertain
topics in a moral shouldn't be taken into conFlemin,
S.J.,
California,
context," Fleming sideration, but it is," Parrot
Los accurate way."
activities available
University of
said. "It's no wonder that a
Because answer choices such at BC and which Director of Mission, said.
Angeles conducts the national
as "frequently" or "often" vary of these they beThe survey allot of women who are sexusurvey, which numerous univerPlanning, and
sities utilize.
from person to person, the BCQ lievehave fostered
lows for feedback ally assaulted don't go to the
Assessment
police."
The purpose of the HERI, contains narrower choices that the growth oftheir
on seniors' expeParrot said victims may be
give specific numbers, allowing faith.
riences at BC and
according to its mission statement, is to "assist colleges and for stronger and more easily inOn more general topics, the for the University to take action particularly more reluctant
universities in using both our terpreted results. BC continues survey asksstudents to describe on any positive improvements to report incidents of rape
researchfindings and their own to use the national survey for theirabilities to think critically, that can be made. "[Seniors] or sexual assault on college
institutional data to foster incomparative reasons, while the articulatetheir religiousbeliefs, have four years to look back campuses, as some colleges
on," Flemingsaid. "Weneed the have policies that discourage
stitutional understanding and BCQ is designed more for the understand the social and povictims from coming forward.
improvement." Because the University to see how students liticalissues of their local com- seniors' opinions." \u25a0
in O'Connell House on Friday,

March 28, was a festive, elegant
event, with focus on female em-

Senior survey furthers student growth

informed

?

?

"Nobody wants to seem
as if they are a bad place for
sexual assault, so there are
some campuses that try to
minimize or reduce the realities of sexual assault," Parrot
said. "That basically shuts
down the victims from all
complaints."

At Antioch College, students are required to verbally
ask and obtain permission at
every stage of the sexual act.
"It has tobe enthusiasticpositive, and verbal, and you have
to ask a new question every
time," Parrot said. "Whether
it happens every time, I don't
know." Parrot said that while
she wasn't sure that this approach wouldbe applicable to
all campuses, she thought the
ideabehind it was positive.
"If you ask the question,
and then the person answers
the question and the person
trusts the answer, that's how
things can be started," Parrot
said.
Bystanders also play a role
in cases of sexual assault and
need to take responsibility as
well, Parrot said. If someone
sees that his or her friend is
at risk for being a victim, or
at risk for committing sexual
assault, then it is his or her
duty to say something, Parrot said.
"We also have a responsibility as bystanders. If we see
something going on, that we
don'tjust stand by and watch,"
Parrot said."If we don't take
personal responsibility in eithercircumstance, we are part
of the problem."
Part of the solution, Parrot
said, is trying to do prevention
work and raising awareness,
something that the events
of CARE Week aim to do.
"Awareness is a huge thing,"
saidKatie Poutsiaka, director
of women's issues in UGBC
and A&S '08. "I think rape on
college campuses is a subject
that needs to be breached but
is often taboo. It is clearly
something that needs to be
addressed."

\u25a0
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Dance Marathon raises over $slk
the annual campaign associate at
Franciscan Hospital.
The event's participants also
to help cheer them on. Volunteers
and visitors also came to enjoy spent time with the childrenbefore
the music, food, and festivities, the event and visited the hospital
to see the programs that their dowhich included a kids zone, artsand-crafts area, video games, nations wouldbe benefiting.
"BC Dance Marathon particiboard-games area, and giveaways
throughout the day. Dance groups pants have come and visited with
such as DanceOrganization,Phaythe childrenand taken tours," Tuti
mus, Fuego, SASA, and Swing said. "They really wanted to be
Kids also gave performances, and involved."
dancers learned and performed a
Executive co-director of the
line dance every hour as a morale event, Danielle Kidd, A&S '08,
booster.
said she was pleased with this
"The dance performances are year's event and BCDM's close
alwaysreally funbecause they give involvement with the hospital.
"This year's event is definitely
you a change to standfor a minute
and just take a breather," said the largest community outreach
Caroline Wilkinson, A&S '10, who we've seen. We've never before
has participatedas a dancerfor the worked so closely with corporapast two years. "It showsthat other tions or with the hospital," Kidd
said. "It's definitely a community
groups in the school are supporting
you even if they're not next to you building year, and in that sense,
for all 12 hours."
it's very exciting to see such comChildrenfrom the hospital also munity involvement."
came to join in the festivities and
Through the efforts of pardancewith the volunteers.
ticipants and donations from
"The kids love to dance and corporate sponsors such as J. Crew,
music and any other way they Starbucks, American Airlines, the
can be creative really helps their BostonRed Sox,and a partnership
with BostonCollegeDining, Dance
treatment, so we are encouraging
as many kids who are physically
Marathonraised $51,187 for the
able to get here," saidJennifer Teti, nonprofit children's rehabilitation

Dance Marathon, from Bl

hospital.Tetisaidthat allproceeds
directlyfund hospitalprograms for
the children instead of going into
a general endowment, andthatthe
funds were greatly appreciated.
"It's great. They definitelyhave
workedto makeit bigger andbetter
everyyear, and it shows. We really
appreciate all the hard work they
put in to make this a successful
event. It's not easy to raise the
amount of money they've raised,"
Teti said.
Kidd said this year's Dance
Marathon would continue its
involvementwith Franciscan Hospital and collaborate on how the
funds wouldbe put to use.
"This year, we are looking to
donateto a specific area ofthe hospitalanddo an ongoing fund. After
the event, we will sit downwith the
hospital and discuss the future of
the partnership," Kidd said.
Kidd said that the event involvedmore than just fundraising.
DanceMarathon serves asa way to
involve the community to support
the Franciscan Hospital and the
children, as well as help people
become aware of the children's
rehabilitationneed. "Our goal for
fundraising is not only to raise
moneybut also toraise awareness,"

Kidd said.
Christine Turner, the Director of Recruitment for Dance
Marathon and A&S '10, has been
working to increase community
participation and involve younger
people,particularly freshmenwho
might not hear about the event
in time to actively participate as
a dancer.
"I wanted to get the word out
because it's so much fun to be
herebut a lot of people don'tknow
about it, so we'vebeen trying to
get younger people involved,"
Turner said.
For those who might be intimidatedby the 12-hour dancing
commitment, students could also
participate as moralers,volunteers,
or visitors and could sit if they
wanted. Wilkinson, who stayed
on her feet for the entire event,
maintained that it really wasn't
that difficult.
"Over the course of the 12
hours, you have your highs and
your lows,but in thelast two hours,
it really peaks and everyone comes
and justbreaks it down," Wilkinson
said. "I had a lot of fun last year,
so I thought, why not? It's one day
out of my life. I neverreally thought
about not doing it." \u25a0

Professors disagree on merits of Turnitin
Plagarism, from Bl
thathasbeen the source of controversy. Questionsas to the legality of
leaving students' papers prone to
public review led to the lawsuit.

In March of 2006, Mount Saint
Vincent University, a school in
Bedford, Nova Scotia, banned
the use of Turnitin. According to
CBC News, the students lobbied
against the service due to the
culture of mistrust it fostered. The
university's senate votedto ban all
plagiarismdetectionsoftware as of
May 2006.
This raises the question of how
plagiarism and cheating are addressed at Boston College. On BC's
Academic Policies and Procedures
Web site, cheating is defined as
"the fraudulent or dishonest presentation of work." Plagiarism is
said to be "the act of taking the
words, ideas, data, illustrations,

or statements of another person
or source, and presenting them as
one's own." The school has a strict
policy against these two shortcuts.
Punishments may range from a

gradingpenaltyto expulsion.
There are both opponents and
advocatesfor Turnitin among members of the BC community. Some
see it as a violation of ethics and
describe it as ineffective. Others
find it to be useful, and a necessary
step towardscholastic integrity in
theworld ofinformation.
Clare Dunsford, associate dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences, found the judge'sruling to
be inadequate,a sentiment shared
by the plaintiff's lawyer. "I'm not
a lawyer, but I am impressed that
the [plaintiff's] lawyer saw that
the judge didn't address the fact
that others can see the names of
students attached to old papers,"
Dunsford said.

When asked how far the education system can go to stop plagiarism, Dunsford said, "Not as
far as invading students' privacy.
Academic integrity is extremely
important as an educator and
writer but I would have to balance
that with a student'sown work and
privacy."
The communication department
at BC does employ Turnitin as a
tool against academic dishonesty.
Bonnie Jefferson, aprofessor in the
communication department, is an
advocatefor Turnitin. "For us, it's
been extremely useful," Jefferson
said. She said she finds that the
service's strength lies in thebreadth
ofits database,the extensivelibrary
fromwhich itcan compare students'
papers.

"The whole process that we
through has changed. There
are more ways to get information
thanks to the Internet, andthat can
go

be both good and bad," Jefferson

said. Jefferson said that Turnitin
is the next step in the evolution of
the prevention of plagiarism and
cheatingas the veryactsthemselves
evolve with new ways to acquire,
use, and even hide information.
AndresPerez Carrasco, a professor in the philosophy department,
does not use Turnitin, but says he
but can still sympathizewith those
who do. "They [students] deserve
some privacy. They should find
some middle ground. It is so difficult [for teachers] nowadayswith
the Internet. So I understand why
they [professors] are using it. There
are so many ways of cheating,"
Carrasco said.
Students have also weighed in
on the subject. "There's a middle
groundbetweenstudent workprofitingcorporations and maintaining
student integrity," said Justin
Roorda,A&S '11. \u25a0

"BC struggles to maintain its history and
tradition, but at the same time wants to meet
the needs ofall its students. Hopefully, we are
at the beginning ofproviding servicesfor this
communication and the end product will be
something even greater"
?

Rev. Howard McLendon,
Campus Ministry

Religious identity
elusive on campus
Interfaith, from Bl

And while allthe peer ministers
are ofChristian faiths, Bruen noted
University in hosting this event that they do try to offer alternative,
for students and parents, he feels both religious and non-religious,
it is time for the administrationto means of bonding with their resibecome more inclusive and aware dents. She gave the example of one
of the swellingpopulation of non- peer minister livingon Upper CamCatholic students now living on pus who offers weekly meditation
sessions for his residents.
campus.
While this program put in place
"Spirituality is so much a part
of being at BC," Noda said. "And by the BC administration has
what appears to be a problem [with benefited students from all walks
a lack of service
of life, some say
for non-Catholic
that a need still
students] could
exists
on cam"Spirituality is so
pus to better
be turned into a
much a part
strengththrough
integrate noninterfaith diaCatholic faiths
being at BC. And
into the school's
logue."
what appears to
Noda is just
student life and
one of a growencourage multi[with
be a problem
faith living and
ing number
a lack service
of students on
discourse.
campus worknon-Catholic
Rev. Howard
McLendon
ing to improve
students] could
is currently the
and encourage
be turned into a
interfaith living
sole representative within the
and dialogue at
strength through
BC as the school
Campus Mindialogue" istry offices for
continues to distudents of nonversify. He heads
the revamped
Catholic faiths.
Tokufumi Noda,
Interfaith DiaEvery other minHead of the Interfaith
ister within the
logue Club,
offices, located
Dialogue Club and
which meets on
on the second
Wednesdays at
A&S '09
4 p.m. in the
floorof McElroy,
is of the Roman
Eagle's Nest. To
Noda, such inCatholic persuateraction between faiths is necession. He said it is a challenge for
sary on a predominately Roman him tomeet all the needs of allthe
Catholic campus to help students various religious groups on campus, especially without any staff
of underrepresentedfaiths discover and bolster their own religious
to assist him. As a result, practicidentity and path.
ing non-Catholicfaiths on the BC
"Many think if you come into campus can be arduous.
contact with other religions, your
"I really think that they need
own faith may be watered down," more staffing," McLendon said.
Noda said. "Butpeople here have "It's difficultfor me to spiritually
had the oppositeexperience."
guide their different faith tradiThe club started a couple of tions that I'm not a part of."
McLendon did acknowledge
years ago by a small group of
students wishing to learn more that outside sources are brought
about otherfaiths. Meeting in one in to help these students practice
theirfaiths, such as theRev. Judith
of the participants' Mods, the casual conversation betweenfriends Stuart, who leads services for the
evolved into a much greater effort Episcopal students and Elissa
to foster changewithin theBC faith Klein, who acts as the directorof
community.
regional student services for the
While the group works to distudents of BC Hillel. An imporversify BC's religious atmosphere, tant distinction pointed out by
this experience has also helped McLendon,however,is that none of
Noda come to terms with his own these outside sources arefunded by
BC itself. BC Hillel pays Klein; the
personalspiritualpath. As a freshman, he struggled
Episcopal Chapto pursue a delaincy at BC pays
"The pressures that Stuart. And, as
voutreligious life
while living in a
a result, poorly
come withfirst-year
standard college
funded groups
dorm
adjusting suffer. The Musenvironment.
"It's not eslim Student Asto a totally new
pecially easy to
sociation, just
environment,
be very religious
such a case, has
no source from
can be a littlebit
living in a dorm
- for any faith,"
inside BC, outdaunting"
Noda said, who
sideBC or otherultimately decidwise, to help lead
Judith Bruen,
ed to take a year
its services.
Peer Minister
off after freshMcLendon's
man year to do
position itself
volunteer work
has only been a
and more closely examine his own full-timerole withinCampus Ministry since 2006. He was originally
spirituality.
"The pressures that come with hiredin 1992by TomCoughlin, the
first-year dorm life, adjusting to a current coach of the New York Gitotally new environment, can be ants, who at the time was helping
a little bit daunting," said Judith BC strengthen its football proBruen, thepeer minister in Kostka gram. BC recruitment expanded
hall and a second-year graduate across the country, and led to a
student.
great increase in both Southern
While BC doesnot specifically and black athletes playing for BC.
instruct those in the peer ministry
When the traditional Catholic
program aboutnon-Catholicfaiths
Mass before each game seemed
to be getting lost in translation
during their training, the mentoring these graduate students offer due to differences in faith within
for those living in the freshman the team, McLendon was hired
residence halls can help students to bridge the divide, not because
ofall faiths. Bruen notedthat peer BC wanted the new position, but
ministry specifically tries to help because Coughlin saw theproblem
students be more open abouttheir and addressed it.
faithand discussing it with others
While many positive chang"It's certainlya challengefreshes have been made by BC since
man year," Bruen said. "Peopleare
Coughlin's days, it has taken time
eager to form deep and meaningfor the administrationto acknowlful relationships, but they've only edge the needs of these students,
been here a couple months. There and McLendon anticipates a long
is a desireto create more commuroad ahead.
nication and to practice religion
"BC struggles to maintain its
with others, but students have to history and tradition, but at the
have the courage to do this, to same time wants tomeet the needs
break out of their comfort zone."
of all its students," McLendon
This, Bruen said, is when peer said. "Hopefully, we are at the
ministry tries to help. The purpose beginningof providing services for
of the program, offered only to this communication and the end
freshmen, is to create a safe and product will be something even
secure environment for students
greater." \u25a0
to discuss their spirituality.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

When alcohol use
is alcohol abuse

Always do sober what you said you'd do drunk. That will teach you to keep
your mouth shut.

?Ernest Hemingway

THE ISSUE: BC students more likely to be risky drinkers
WHAT WE THINK: Campus culture needs to be re-evaluated
Since the dawn of time, orperhaps
since Animal House, drinking has been
synonymous with college culture.
There's nothing wrong with drinking
itself, as the occasional beer, glass of
wine, or Jack and Coke can attest.
But even the most benign activities
can become vices if abused in the
extreme. And when 85 percent of
Boston College students cite alcohol
use as the No. 1problem on campus,it
should qualify as a problem demanding consideration.
It's time to acknowledgethealcohol
problem that students have observed
for a long time and take positive
steps toward changing it. Whether
we want to admit it or not, BC has a
higher-than-average rate of alcohol
misuse, according to statistics from
AlcoholEdu. More students played
risky drinking games or took shots,
and more students engaged in alcohol
binges or regular heavy drinking than
the national average.
Whenalcohol consumptionreaches this level, it's no longerrecreational
- it's abusive. And it is aproblem that
cannot be chalked up to an IrishCatholic heritage.
The statistics are staggering.
Three-quarters of thefreshman class
have done shots or played drinking games, and well over half have
chugged alcohol or pre-gamed. With
the number ofstudents who drink irresponsibly quickly growing- and the
number of students who don't drink
at all continuing to shrink - it's time
to reexamine the consequences of
drinking heavily.
Some of the most common negative results of alcohol misuse include
blackouts, doing something you
regret, or falling behind academically. And almost everyone has had
to take care of a drunkfriend or has
beenwoken up by a drunk roommate.
These are some of the most obvious
effects, and while they deserve repeating, it is the subtler effects that

are equally detrimental and perhaps

longer-lasting.
Unfortunately, BC students have, of
late, taken on the reputation ofbeing
heavy drinkers. The Boston Globe and
other local media have continued to
refer to us in this light, perpetuating
andnormalizing this image around the
community. Thiscould potentially deter prospective students who are not
attracted to this drinking stigma, and
attractmore heavydrinkersbecause of
it. It has given neighbors areason to
block our Brighton Campus construction plans. And it could possibly give
employers pause when consideringBC
students for hire.
Let us hope that it does not get to
that stage. Let us hope that we can
outgrow this nasty "college habit" and
that this reputation does not plague
us aswe lookfor jobs. But until our actions on theweekendstop legitimizing
this characterization ofBC students,
we can expect to continue the "J.
Crew with a hangover" stereotype.
This does the students who drink responsibly or those who abstain from
drinking a huge disservice.
Alcohol-free activities and venues need to be created to appeal to
a variety of students, drinkers and
non-drinkers alike. Nights on the
Heights is a good start but it often
fails to effectively draw attendance.
The inclusion of a student union in
the Master Plan is crucial in creating
a centralized locationfor students to
socialize in the absence of alcohol.
The administration should strongly
consider the value of a student union
as a recreational facility and install
things like pool tables and arcade
games to enhance it in that capacity.
Individually, students are fed up
with drunken behavior, but it will
take changing the group mentality
to alleviate this problem. "Men and
women for others" needs to start on
this campusas we consider the effects
of alcohol on our collective identity.

Text messages do
not ensure safety
THE ISSUE: Fifty percent of emergency texts reach students
WHAT WE THINK: Use a variety of notification systems
strategy proposes to distribute a
Text messages landed in the inboxes of students, faculty, and staff mass e-mail to every inbox on and
on March 13 as part of the Boston off campus, post up-to-date inforCollege's new emergency notification mation on BC Info and BC Prepared,
system. However, only half of the and maintain a 1-800 phone number
intended recipients received their that students and parents can call for
notification texts, and the arrival of updated news.
a large portion of those was delayed
As far as instant notification goes,
however, theseback-up methods are
for as long as a few hours.
These less-then-dazzling results not enough. Administrators have
which doput us ahead ofthe national often suggested the use of a siren or
testing average can be improved: public-address system, something
Virginia Tech's system received a 70 that would be simple and effective.
percent success rate. But 70 percent is Students need to be notified of an
still not 100, and safety is concerned, emergency the moment it happens;
we need certainty.
such situations can happen in aflash,
The text-messaging system, proand a text message that comes 15
vided by national vendor 3n, has too minutes too late will do little to save
many holes to be trustworthy by any lives. A blaring siren, as simplistic
stretch of the imagination, and there as it may seem, will warn anyone
are plenty of what-ifs to prove it. standing in the way of harm of the
What if a student has poor cell phone imminent danger. Fire alarms have
service and wanders back on campus, been used to evacuate people from
never having received notification burning buildings at a moment's
that an emergency has occurred? notice for years, and a siren or pubWhat if someone has purchased a lic-address system would produce
prepaid cell phone plan, and can't similar results.
even receive the message in the first
In light of recent tragedies at
place? What if a student's provider Virginia Tech and Northern Illinois
doesn't allow for the distribution of University, life on a college campus
mass texts? What if?
can be scary at times. Students are
Luckily, the University has recon edge; an emergency could happen
ognized the system's flaws and has at any time. And if it does, we want
plans in place to make up for them. to know about it, regardless of our
If an emergency should occur, BC's inconsistent cell phone service.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
View Law School speaker for both merits and flaws
Boston College's willingness to
extend invitations to our nation's top
leaders as voices ofwisdom worthy of
being heard, andthose people'swillingness to accept, is an apt commentary
on the current state of leadership in
this country. Heroism, represented by
good judgment and character in the
face of obstacles, often solely defines
Americans' perception of a leader.
However, a Christian quality of value
worth mentioning is being humble. It
takes many forms, and is often present
when least expected.
I do not believe Mukasey is going
to stand up there and directly accept
responsibility for the deceitand corrup-

tion our society has endured, or for the
lowstandard to which we holdhim and
his superiors. I see norealheroes in our
government. That is a fact worthobjecting to, so I sympathizewith thefaculty
who voice oppositionto Mukasey as the
Law School's commencement speaker.
They are in the right.
However, I support his selection,
as I supported Dr. Rice's selection, as
speaker. The one giftMukasey can offer
the graduates is a humble appeal that
inspires them to outdo his example in
the future before all of us. This is what
he will do, what Dr. Rice did, and is really one of the few things we all can ask
ofeach other.

and value of having a walking, talking
aberrationbefore you, who will take a
podium in front of hundreds, who will
know what you think of him, and who
will tell you to be better than him in
20 years. That is as much a show of
leadership in this society of ours as
whistle-blowing, and not an unreasonable request to make in theseworrying
times.
Marguerite

C. Kranick
BC'O5

Dining Hall needs to deliver better values to students
$2.67. According to BC Dining Services's (BCDS) online
calculator,that'sthe maximum amount I can spend per dayin
orderto makemy diningplan lastuntil I go homein May. Two
dollarsand67 cents? On that basis, I can eat approximately
one granolabar and one piece offruit every dayfor the rest
of the semester, and maybe every couple of days I'll be able
to splurge on a yogurt or small salad.
As a sophomoreliving on College Road, and therefore one
of the thousands of students forced to buy into the school's
mandatorydiningplan, I knew before the semester started
that my $1,995 would not come close to covering my food
needs from January until May. At least, not under Dining
Services' current pricing scheme.
This semester I've spent between $40 and $45 per day
in McElroy, which is an obscene amount of money to feed
one person. However, this high price tag has not brought
with it a correspondingly obscene amount of food - in
fact, it's still a struggle to crawl into bed at night and not
have to fall asleep to the sound of my stomach growling.
A grilled chicken sandwich for $5.50? Pastas in the $7
and $8 range? I'm not sure where BCDS is shopping for
their raw foods, but I can get a chicken breast and bun
for about $1 each at Star Market, and that's without the
huge bulk discounts that I'm sure BCDS is getting on its

the employees there are veryfriendlyand do a wonderfuljob
preparing everything, andfrom the limited experiencesI've
had at other colleges,our food choicesand quality are pretty
high-end. The problem I have is thatBCDS has a complete

monopoly over the food choices among undergrads on the
mandatory mealplan. Ifwe are going to beforced into paying
over $2,000 each semester as part of that mandatory plan,
we should eitherbe presentedwith alternativechoices (perhaps in the form of fast food outlets on campus) or BCDS
shouldbe forced to keep its prices reasonable.
As an undergrad's sole optionfor food(at least untiltheir
mealplan runs out) BCDS has aresponsibilityto ensure that
its prices are fair and accurately reflect the costs associated
with meal preparation.
Before I wrote this piece, I took a cursory glance at the
BCDS Web site, and there was one glaring omission in their
mission statement and "About Us" sections - for allthetalk
of quality, customer service, and teamwork, nowhere on the
site did it mention anything about delivering value to the
customer. I think that it's time that Dining Services began
to focus on this key element in order to better serve those
who are subjugated to the diningplan.

purchases.
Nowdon't get me wrong, I do lovethe food at McElroy;

Eric Johnson
CSOM '10

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on the
vibrant online community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.

Respondingto "Mukaseyspurs controversy at BC Law"
by JennRoach
Jim O'Donnell, BC Law '78, says:"I commendthe faculty, as opposed to the administration,of theLaw School for
speaking out about theselectionof a commencement speaker
whoseactions beforeCongress belittleandbelie thefunction
for which lawyers are trained - to seek the truth.
The process known as waterboarding has been condemned not only on moral and legal grounds, but as
counterproductive to its avowed purpose. Selection of a
commencement speaker, like it or not, conveys not only
approval of, but also esteem, for the individual and her or
his positions. I am saddenedthat the administrationof my
Law Schoolhaschosen to honor an individual who,because
ofhis position, provides cover for a failed andflawed policy.
I also regret that the article (and accompanying editorial)

fail to seek the truth aboutthe need and reason for the action offaculty members.
There is no collegiality in the process to select a commencement speaker. No opportunity is given to students or
faculty to participate in the selection ofthe speaker. Instead
the choice, like the water used in the abhorrent technique
that Mr. Mukasey refuses to disavow, is shoved down their
throats."
Responding to "BC Alls directorof sustainability" by
Julia Wilson
David Nagib: Go BC! Now THIS is an issue that is incredibly relevant. Glad to hear that it's a serious part of the
conversation regarding the Master Plan and fulfilling the
roles and responsibilities of the top institution we wish to
continue to be. Keep up the great work!

READERS NOTE:

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor@
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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OPINIONS

Reclaiming
'America!'

Thumbs
Up
Boltßus - Finally a
(hopefully safer) alternative
to the Fung Wah Bus to New
York. The Peter Pan Bus Line
announced plans to offer a
select number of $1 fares on
each ofits buses from Boston
to New York. The buses,
which will offer wireless
Internet, will cut costs by
selling tickets online. The
service is scheduled to begin
in April.

April Fool's Day - Watch
out for loose salt shakers,
cups with holes poked in
the bottoms, and other
hijinks because tomorrow is
April Fool's Day. Be sure to
check The Depths for all the
news that'sfit to print on
Tuesday.

Dan Esposito
When I was in fifth grade, my elementary school staged aproduction

COURTESYOF KARLYN BOLDUE

Efforts like "TakeBack the Night" have educated students about rape on campus and have been linked to lower numbers of sexual assault.

Time to take back the night

Davidson - The board of
trustees of the small North
Carolinacollege chartered
buses and paidfor its
students to attendthe
Midwest Regional in Detroit.
The team responded,beating
Wisconsin 73-56 in the Sweet
16behind strongplay from
Stephen Curry.

Maggie's story is one that is shared
by far too many women, children, and
evensome men in the United States, not
to mention the countless other victims
all around the world. Rape and sexual
assault are the most egregious crimes I
can imagine; sadly, they are some of the

Matt Carroll

Thumbs
Down
Bapst - The hallowedsilence
of Bapst Library will be
disturbedthis week by work
on theroof. At least it is not
during exams.
Boston Housing Rules - New
apartment laws passed by
the Boston CityCommission
and approvedby the Boston
Zoning Commission set
the maximum number of
unrelatedstudents living
togetheroff campus at four.
Landlords and students
alike will be scrambling to
accomodatethe new rules.

Maggie (name changed to protect
identity) saved her money, booked her
tickets, andpacked her bags. She and her
roommates hadbeen planning their spring
break cruise around the Caribbean for
months. A lifetimeNewEnglander,Maggie
couldn'twait to exchangethe frigid winter
ofChestnut Hillfor a week in the warm sun
and sand of the tropics.
Her spring break was going to be an
experience she would never forget. Unfortunatelyfor Maggie, it was - for allthe
wrong reasons.

On the second night of their voyage,
Maggie and one of her roommates decidedto check out one of the ship's clubs
after dinner. They split time between the
dance floor and the artificial beach of
the bar, talking and laughingwith other
college students theyhad met. A cute guy
with whomMaggie hadbeen dancing and
talking earlier asked ifshe would like to
go to the top deck to look at the stars.
He just had to stop by his room quickly
to grab his jacket, so he invited Maggie
to accompany him.
Maggie accepted the invitation, and
that's when she was raped. She spent the
rest of the cruise in her room pretending
to be sick, and the next severalyears in a
shell of anxiety, shame, and distrust.

most common.
According to RAINN (Rape, Abuse,
and Incest National Network), one out
of every six women in the U.S. will be

the victimofan attempted or completed
rape in her lifetime. Three percent of

men will also experience an attempted
or successful rape, but sexual crimes
overwhelmingly discriminate against
women.

The risk remains highest among
college women, who are four times
more likely than other women to be
victims of a sexual crime. No doubt
the culture of binge drinking, hooking up, and sexual conquest of the
contemporary collegiate lifestyle aid
this threat.
The physical violence committed
against the victims is terrible, but the
psychological and emotional damage
the wicked acts incur are even greater.
RAINN states that "victims of sexual
assault are three times more likely to
suffer depression, six times more likely
to suffer from post-traumatic stress
disorder, 13 times more likely to abuse
alcohol, 26 times more likely to abuse
drugs, and four times more likely to
contemplate suicide."
The numbers are hard to believe.
One in six women will be victimized? The
numberscan't be that high; I'dknow if one
myfriends were raped or assaulted. These

thoughts are common, but how surprised
should we really be to find out that 60
percent ofall cases go unreported?After
all, sexual crimes maketheirvictims feel

degraded,humiliated, anddehumanized
like few other things can. How willing
are we to discuss the moments that have
caused us such pain?
Although the statistics paint a dreary
picture, there is one that offers hope.
Sexual assault cases have beenreduced
by 60 percent over the last 15 years,
thanks in large part to "Take Back the
Night" and similar awareness campaigns across communities and college
campuses.

BC's annual C.A.R.E. Week (Concerned About Rape Education) is currently ongoing with events scheduled
over the next week. You can find a
schedule of the events and resources to
learn more about rape and sexual assault by visiting the Women's Resource
Center Web site (www.bc.edu/wrc). The
week's biggest event is the "Take Back
the Night" gatheringat O'NeillPlaza on
Wednesdaynight.
Though many of us are not victims
ofa sexual crime ourselves, chances are
that if we have more than six friends
who are women, one of them is. Take
this week as an opportunity to become
more educated about the issues and
more supportive of those they affect.
Maggie spent years feeling hurt, isolated, andashamedafter she was raped.
Let's make sure no one else ever does.
Matt Carroll is a Heights staff columnist.
He welcomes comments at mcarroll@
bcheights.com.

U.S. moving from security to surveillance
Arvin Temkar
Next time you walk through a
bookstore, take a closer look at the
you may see a
nonfiction section
misplaced copy of a familiar book.
Since 2005, sneaky activists havebeen
re-shelving copies of George Orwell's
dystopian novel 1984 from the "fiction" sectionto the "politicalscience"
or "current affairs" aisles. One copy
of the book was found in Downtown
Crossing's Borders next to a book
titledInside the Mind ofBush, reports
The BostonGlobe.
Consider these lines from 1984:
"There was of course no way ofknowing whether you were being watched
at any given moment.
It was even
conceivablethat they watched everybody all the time you had to live
did live, from habit that became
instinct
in the assumption that
everysound you made was overheard,
and, except in darkness, every movement scrutinized."
That sounds like the way I feel
every time I log on to Facebook.
Though perhaps the biggest privacy
problem for Boston Collegestudents
right now is adjusting the newsfeed
settings on their Facebook profiles,
privacy is an issue that shouldbekept
on everybody's minds, especially as
students consider candidates in the
upcoming election.
Important events are brewing that
may dramatically affect everyone in
the country. Last month, for example,
CNN reported that the FBI is expected
to announce that it is in the process of
awarding a $1 billion, 10-yearcontract
tocreate a databaseofpeople'sphysical characteristics, including palm
prints and iris scans. The reason for
all this is to protect the country from
criminalsand terrorists but to what
extent will this technology pervade
?

...

...

?

?

?

society?

"It's the beginning of a surveillance
society, where you can be tracked anywhere, anytime andall your movements,
and eventuallyall your activities will be

trackedand noted and correlated," said
an ACLU spokesman.

A CNN article said that the Electronic Frontier Foundation,a civil rights
advocacyorganization, is filing a lawsuit
that criticizes "lengthy questioning
and intrusive searches" in airport security searches, which includes forced
surrender of information on personal
electronic equipment like laptops and
Blackberrys.
"Youforgo yourright to privacy when
you are seekingadmissionintothe country," said a Department of Homeland
Security spokesman.
"We don't allow the government
to come into people's homes at will
without any probable cause, without
any basis for suspicion.... Why should
we let them get into people's computers
just because they happen to be traveling across the border?" a Georgetown
Law professor argues.
The questions surrounding these issues are numerous and debatable, and
callfor a lookat theFourth Amendment
"Theright ofthepeople to be secure
?

in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches
and seizures, shall not be violated,
and no Warrants shall issue, but upon

probable cause, supportedby Oath or
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the
persons or things to be seized."
It seems to me that the FBI and the
Department of HomelandSecurity are
encouraging Americans to acquiesce
to a slow dismantling of privacy rights

that may ultimatelyprovide the precedence and justificationfor even more
Orwellian laws and regulations and
I haven't even mentioned the Patriot
Act yet.
The Patriot Act, first enacted after
the shock of Sept. 11, allowed federal
officials to access your medical records
and information about the books you
buy or borrow and to break into your
home and conduct secret searches.
Although it was modified twice, "they
haven't done away with some of the
core provisions," said professor Dale
Herbeck of the BC communication
department.
"Historicallythey had to have some
sort of credible evidence [to take action], but they've loweredthe standards
?
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to make it easier.

"The further we get from Sept. 11,"
Herbeck said, "the more perspective
we get." Citizens are realizing the injustices of certain security measures,
he says, similar to reactions after
the Japanese internment situation of
WWII.
When we choose our presidential
candidates, we must remember that
Barack Obamavotedfor the latest reincarnationofPatriot Act (2006), Hillary
Clinton votedfor it twice (2006, 2001),
and John McCain allthree times (2006,
2005, 2001).
National security is, of course,
but so are
incredibly important
the basic human rights guaranteedby
the Constitution. There is something
eerie and disturbing about a government with the power to see our every
act, search our every possession, and
scrutinize our every step, and that was
the governmentOrwellportrayed in his
book. How many personal rights will
we yield before "security" becomes
"surveillance"? It's worth thinking
about.
?

Arvin Temkar is a senior in the College of
Artsand Sciences.
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called "America!" The opus chronicled
thebirth of our country straight through
the Manifest Destiny period, finally
ending on a historically inappropriate
rendition of "Happy Trails."
"America!" the musical may have
been blundering and gaudy, but one
could probably make the argument
that this portrayal was insightfully
accurate. In fact, this seems to be the
argument many Americans today are
making.
Recently, a friend explainedto me
that when faced with the open-ended
question, "what are you?" she is first
inclinedto answer "a woman," second
"Caucasian," followedby "Anglo-Saxon,"
"Canadian"(falsely), andfinally "American."
It's not hard to discern the source of
her shame. Somewhere along the line, as
theblunders of the current administration continued to rack up over the last
eight years, we began to link patriotism
with conservatism and policy withpride;
we abandoned our national identity
because we felt guiltyby association.
How far we have fallen since Alexis dc
Tocquevillewrote in 1835, "An American speaks every day of the admirable
equality that reigns in the United States;
he prides himselfhighly on his country."
Maybe our leadershave losttouch with
that "admirableequality," but I maintain
that all we have lost was lost because
we, the public, ceded it out of error or
indifference.
Still, rather than accept their own
roles as either the cause or product of
the country's condition, many people
disavow any personalresponsibility.
While we are contentto complain and
criticize, most of these people disregard
the impressive and very salvageable
characterof our nation.
In his essay, "The Americans: Who
Are They, and HowDid They Get This
Way?" Fulbright Professor Gene Griessman comments on the relative youth of
the United States. Our identity as a nation has not yet been completely determined, says Griessman; in the words of
ItalianAmbassadorGerardo Zabaglione,
we are a people "not yet fully formed."
Both share the opinion that an improved
globalperception ofAmericans is not
out of reach, but it is also largelyin our
hands.
If we ever hope to regain the sense
of pride people once felt about this
country, we must first look to ourselves.
Mahatma Gandhi was one of the greatest social activists the worldhas ever
known; his advice to those who wished
to change their worldwas, "We must
become the change we want to see in the
world."
It is time we became this change
instead ofdisassociating ourselvesfrom
what we found disagreeablewith our
country.

I'm sure any of you who have read
this far have already suffered through
quite a few opinion articles on the
importance of voting, activism, and
political interest. I don't want to beat a
dead horse, so I'll only briefly endorse
just how important all of it is, especially during such a momentous election
year.

I think it's also important to get an
idea ofwhat we'reworking to preserve.
Brush up on American history (I've
heard goodthings about theJohn Adams
miniseries); visit the Badlands National
Park in South Dakota - it is home to
some ofthe greatest natural beauty on
theplanet; read some great American
literature. Anyone who hasn't checked
out a handful ofMark Twainfrom
O'Neill is missing out.
We have been blessed with a country
filled with endless beauty andpotential. If it has turnedinto anything other
than this, it is only our responsibilityto
repair it. Let's forgo the complaining, the
threats of expatriation,and disparagement. Since I think I might be near the
all-timerecord for quotes used in an
opinion column, I'll include one more by
Canadianwriter Robertson Davies, who
noted about Americans, "The people of
the United States, perhaps more than
any other nation in history, love to abase
themselvesand proclaim their unworthiness and seem to find refreshment and
doing so ..."
Davies saw us as a nationof selfdeprecators, but we are not yet set in
stone. Let us seize our chance to become
a nation of achievers, changers, and
dreamers.
Dan Esposito is a Heightsstaffcolumnist. He
welcomescomments at desposito@bcheights.
com.
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The Baldwins: the Oscars minus the budget
By Zak Jason

emony seeped with the posh feel of the

Heights Staff

More than any event on campus, the
Baldwin Awards ooze with swank. With
ared carpet - albeit one rented from the
dry cleaners - a swinging cello-trumpet-drums pit band, suits and tuxes,
and deliberately cheesy jokes, Boston
College's fourth annualfilm awards cer-

Oscars. But other aspects - the mounds
of candy, the rowdy hoots and hollers
from the crowd, the over-the-top attire
ofHello...Shovelhead! - ensuredthat the
Baldwins alsoreek of youth. Ultimately,
as founderBen Birnbaumsays, the Baldwin Awards celebrate youth. Four years
ago Birnbaum, editor of Boston College
Magazine, created the event to showcase

student talent in film.
Unlikethe Oscars, thestudents didn't
have $100 million budgets and $20 million actors. They hadtheir limitedcollege
cash(with some aid from thefilm studies
department)and fellow students to act
for free.Yet the students created26 submissions thatentertainedand impressed,
more than deserving a night of celebration and goldenBaldwin statues.

While not every student could win
a statue, Richard Blake of the fine arts
department reminded the crowd that
Alfred Hitchcock, whose body of53 films
makes his the most heraldedand inspired
career in film, never won an Oscar. Most
students havejust begun to developtheir
skills, and some may thrive in the film
industry, as former Baldwin winners Joe
Sabia and Woody Tondorf, BC '06 (ere-

ators ofThe BC), now work at HBO.

As decidedby members of the fine
arts department, the communication

department, and The Heights, here are
the winners of the 14 categories.
Asinine member Richard Rosario,
A&S '08, who wrote jokes for the award
presenters, won the Baldwinfor best ac-

See Baldwins, C2

Impeccable 'Impulses'

By Joseph Neese

Arts & Review Editor

Impulse, the Boston College Dance Ensemble's spring performance, was presented this
weekendat RobshamTheater. Followinga weak
winter show, in which the group exploited the
sexual nature of dance, this show marks the
group'sreturn to form - areminderof whythey
are the school's elite performance company.
The performancewas, quitefrankly, marvelous. From beginning to end, its order was wellchosen, leaving the audience completely captivated by not only the talent of the ensemble's
dancersbut the sheer grace and originality of
their choreography, which featured a diverse
array of genres beside the usual ballet, tap,

and jazz, to include everything from modern, raphy, such as turn sequences with drawn-in,
to Latin jazz, to hip-hop.
flexed feet, which molded them to this form.
While it is difficult to pick highlights of the From beginningto end it was apoisonous thrill
evening, creditshould be given to two numbers ride for the audience.
The latter, "The Hours," was choreographed
- "Frog Darts" and"The Hours." Both were
stunninglyoriginal high-concept pieces set to by publicity directorLea D'Arminio, A&S '08.
original scores from films that were executed It combined the songs "I'm Going to Make a
Cake," "Poet Acts," and "Escape!" from Philip
with utmost perfection.
"Frog Darts" was setto the piece of the same Glass's score to the Academy Award-winning
name from JamesHomer's score to Apocalypto,
film The Hours. The costumes were simple
Mcl Gibson'sMayan era tale.The performance, - white tank topswith black bootyshorts - rewhich was choreographedby Lauren Conroy, flecting the abstract qualities of the modern
CSON '11, mirrored the dangerous feel of this piece. The most captivating part of the number
society, whichusedhuman sacrifices. The dancwas the beginning, which began with an instant
ers were dressed in black costumes that were
urgency, painting the twistedtale of the death
contrastedwith browncoverlets that emulated and intrigue in the film, beginningwith a single
that of afrog's body. Theywere given choreogsoloist in the spotlight.

The costumes for the evening were aesthetically pleasing, each a wonder of its own,
with the exception of those chosen for "Distortion," which were black, blue, and purple
long-sleeved tops with silver jumpers. The
most beautifulwere the white tutus with pink
bows chosen for JacquelineBleck's, CSOM '08,
exquisiteballet number, "Time to Say Goodbye," whichallowedthe dancers to demonstrate
their strong technique in executions such as
attitude turns.
The low point of the evening was the group's
openingnumber, "Impulse," whichfeatured the
entire company and the choreography of the
officers. It was evidently suppose to reflect the

See Impulse, C2
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Art Club dots the eyes
By Diana C. Nearhos
Heights Editor

Thursday, the Art Club premiered
its "3 Dots" themed Student Spring Art
Show with a night of music, food, and,
of course, art. The loosely definedtheme
allowedthe artists the abilityto interpret
however they wished, and to produce different pieces.
Club treasurer Kathie Chang, CSOM
'11, said, "[3 Dots] could be anything,
that's the beauty of it."
"3 Dots" means something a little
different to each artist, but they all agree
thatthe independenceit allowsproduces
a great, unified show. "I like that [the
theme] is ambiguous and allows for
freedomofexpression, and I likethat it is
also an ellipsis,which invites questions,"
said Sarah Whitmore, vice president of
the club and A&S '09, who spearheaded
the event.
The dots in some of the pieces are
obvious to a viewer; others are subtler
and only reveal themselves upon a closer
look.
The external events coordinator for
fall 2008, Marissa Kaplan, LSOE '11,
describedthe dots in her photograph of
a group ofold men in rural Virginia play-

See Art Club, C2

O'Connell gets
spicy for salsa
By Allison Lantero

For The Heights

Upon entering the O'Connell House,
one immediatelynoticedthe multicolored
streamers and lights that gave an aura of
warmthand fun. Sitting at the door was
a very friendlyhost waiting to take one's

donationto Heifer International. What,
you may ask, inspired people to skip the
party scene and dress up in skirts and

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

One of the works featured in "3 Dots," the Art Club's exhibit on display in Bapst until April 11.

INSIDE ARTS

THIS ISSUE

Another tour in anti-war films

America ignores another Iraq protest film and proves
its disapprovalof the trend, as the new Ryan Phillippe
film Stop-Loss tanks at the box office, C3

I

ties? It was Salsa night at the O'Connell
House. For a mere $5, an attendee saw
a performance by Fuego Del Corazon,
andreceived free pizza, soda, and dance
lessons in the salsa genre.
The evening began with Fuego's performance, which was fast-paced and very
entertaining. People watched in awe as
the dancersmoved swiftly but gracefully
to the rhythm of the music. Afterward,
Fuego took a quick break, and some
audience members tried their hand at
imitating the dance, while others ate a
slice of pizza before the lessons began.
Still otherstalkedabouttheir reasons for
coming. "I came because I knew some of
the people,and I knew the proceeds were

'21' brings down the box office
Kevin Spacey leads a hoarde of MIT math geniuses
looking to cheat their way to a fortune, based on Ben
Mezrich's novel, Bringing Down the House, C3

going to a good charity," said Christina
Rogers, A&S '11.
The charity she spoke of, Heifer International,is a company that buys stock

animalsforfamilies in ThirdWorld countries. These provide themameans ofboth
food and income. In the end, over $450
was raised to benefit this charity.
When the membersofFuego returned,
the audience was ready to start. Members of the team fanned out throughout
the room so that everyone had a clear
view of the dance steps. They taught the
basic step, as well as a turn to individual
people, and then had everyone partner
up. As is usually the case, there were
more girls than guys, so there weresome
same-genderpairs, as wellas some lucky
girls who got to dance with members of
the club. It tooka littlewhilefor the audience membersto learn,but once they had
been fully taught, the club put on some
salsa music.
Now everyone, even the people who
were still walking in, was in the spirit of
the dance. The entire audience began to

See Salsa, C2
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iProf
Now playing on Roberto Avant-Mier's

Baldwins, From CI
tor in Rough Cut: BertBaxter. Ousting
the cast of Hello...Shovelhead!, a man

with

pig's head (Benjamin Broadmeadow, A&S TO in The Conception of
My First Child), and an impersonator
of the Unsolved Mysteries host (Matt
Porter, A&S '09), Rosario earned the
statue as he nailed thegoofy, neurotic
senior resident assistant role.
In a year heaping with comedy
submissions, the cast ofHello...Shovelhead! (Ryan Kagy, A&S '08,Kendall
Mayhew, BC '07, Scan Kane, BC '07,
and John P. Reighery, BC '07) snatched
the awardforbest comedyin Da Leahy
Code, a spoof of the DanBrownblockbuster. To accept their award, the cast
swaggered to the stage as Hollywood
hipsters, from suspenders with a Tshirt to apurple top hat to a suit with
Converse.
For students within the film studies program, the judges voted on two
awards: beginningfilm and video, and
advanced film and video. The most
bizarre submission to the Baldwins,
The Conception of My First Child, directed by Ryan McDaid, A&S TO, won
bestbeginning film. Shot in black and
white with dark splotches to emphasize blood, McDaid's short artfully
captures a painfully birthed animal
progeny. Kristen Ernst, A&S '08, won
the Baldwin for advanced film and
video with The Dispatcher, a haunting
short on cheating.
With a vast array of submissions,
documentariesended in a judges' tic.
Adrienne Leslie's, A&S '08,Eat Drink
Talk Think:Perspectivesfrom Behind the
Counter took one of the Baldwins for
best documentary. Amanda Abel, BC
'07, and Dani Morello, BC '07, won
the other statue for Indian Healthcare:
Right or Privilege?, an expansive 40-minute look at the need for medical
treatment in India.
With a glossylookandbadass chase
scenes, Stuart Pike's, A&S TO, Guns
Don't Kill People won the Baldwin for
best cinematography. Guns Don't Kill
People almost runs as a parody of action flicks like the Bourne series with
outlandishmurder scenes - squashing
faces with rocks and car doors - and it
also won the awardfor best drama.
Shot and submitted from Europe,
Americans Abroad by Kyle Trainor,
A&S '09, won the Baldwin for best
editing. Still studying abroad, Trainor
and the actors of Americans Abroad
accepted their award over the phone
from Sri Lanka. Trainor also ousted
all other submissions for the Critics'
Choice award selected by Heights
editors.
Also filmed across the Atlantic,
Roman Nesis's, A&S TO, The Rules
ofLife won best work by a non-major.
Shot in Russia, TheRules ofLife blares
the universal message that we should
all be our own selves. With a series of
subplots (following character types
like the "glamour girl" and "rebel,"
who aren't content with their image),
Nesis's film also won the award for

The Man Behind the
Music

iPod

For Roberto Avant-Mier, picking 10favorite songs
was stressful. The professor, who tells his students

- Nirvana
White Rabbit - Jefferson Airplane
Tema dc los Mosquitos - Leon Gieco
Ojala Que Llueva Cafe - Cafe Tacaba
UnBel Di - Puccini's Madame Butterfly
The King of CarrotFlowers parts 2 and 3
- the Neutral Milk Hotel
Working ClassHero - John Lennon
Dark as a Dungeon - Sparkhorse
TheseArms of Mine - Otis Redding
I'd Rather Go Blind - Etta James
Caress Me Down - Sublime

to call him 80, confessed that this list couldchange,
as the songs correspond to different life stages.
The list doesreflect his range of tastes with rock en
espanol, indie, and straight-up rock. The easiest

Negative Creep

Baldwin
Awards
strike
back
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choice was Nirvana's "Negative Creep," which can
induce a metal-head frenzy inBo anytimeit graces
the radio. Soul tracks from Otis Redding and Etta
James areunusualfor 80, but he stated specifically
he wouldrather go blind than miss out on the James
classic. These tunes accurately depict Bo's diverse
musical collection, as well as his culturally relevant
communicationclass, Popular Music and Identity.
If you have any questions, or want your own mix of
his top 10, Bo says his office door is always open.
- Blair Thill

Robsham graced by dance
Impulse, From CI

costume changes, the numbers could
have begun at faster paces. Speaking of

show's theme of how impulses contributeto dance, which is formedfrom
involuntarychoreography.It featuring
many disconnected sequences, formed
by sudden, sporadic movements.
Albeit thematically encompassing, it
was not high-energy enough for an
opening number. The costumes, which
were black with pink bows to accent
them, were nice but out of place. The
same could be said of several of the
dancers, as they did not keep count
adequately.
Despite the apparent need for

distractions, "Stay or Leave," choreographedby Bleck and Lisa Rodeschini,
A&S '08, comes to mind. The number
featured guest singer AndrewFirth, A&S
'09, who played Dave Matthews Band's
"Stay or Leave" on his acoustic guitar.
While the number was moderately engaging, it was not staged well. Firth was
placed on a stool that was not situated
far enough stageleft, whichobscured the
view of some of the dancers. It became
confusing whether he or the dancers
should be watched; he seemed to be the
more engaging.

In a similar fashion, a point should be
raised about "Dark Beat." The number
began as a wonder,with dancerswearing
tubesocks and solid choreography with
stylized hip-hop edges. Yet it became
marred by itself, as the girls tooktime to
change costumes andswitch music, many
reentering the stage by running through
the auditorium aisles. The second part
of the choreography was not as strong
and contributed in no way to that which
preceded it.
All in all, Impulse, through its unique
choreography and strong performances,
willbe rememberedasone of thebest ever
dance performances at BC. \u25a0
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Ensemble dancers execute posse jumps during the routine "City of Blinding Lights," choreographed by Kari Singleton, CSOM '10.

123-567: Stepping into salsa
Salsa, From CI

the members of Fuego. The smiles became a mix of techno and salsa.
faces were a clear The people who came at the beginsign of the fun they all had. Expening taught what they had learned
rienced dancers were interspersed to the newcomers and everyone
throughout the room, but even the joined in the salsa craze. Overall,
inexperienced were keeping time the evening moved very smoothly,
to the music.
like the dancers who hosted it,
At 11 p.m., the membersof Fuego and everyone attending seemed to
packed up and left, and the music enjoy the change of pace. \u25a0
on everyone's

were

still walking in,

was in

the

spirit of the dance. The entire
audience began to move their
hips and dance to the music. "I

didn't know boys could move like
that," said Julia Juska, LSOE '11,
about her dance partner, one of

Club exhibit gets its dot on in Bapst
paintings, then some photographs of
nature and different scenes. The rest
of the exhibit is not as structured, and
features more nature and people scenes
in addition to more modern depictions

screenwriting.

In this year's only musical, No One
Sings Forever by James Zhen, BC '07,
earned the Baldwinfor best sound.
In the final awards, Viewers'Choice
and Best Picture of the Year, all 26
submissions were eligible. Students
voted online for the former and the
10 judges selected the latter.But they
selected the same.
Leslie won the Viewers' Choice
and Picture of the Year for Eat Drink
Talk Think: Perspectives from Behind
the Counter, which provides a humorous and human look at the disrespect
students show in the dininghalls. In a
baffled speech, Leslie told the crowd,
"This goes out to every hard-working
person at BC." \u25a0

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

Each piece in the Art Club's spring show incorporates three dots to unify the show's theme.

Art Club, From CI
visual art: "I hearsounds as I lookat the
picture. I hearthebeats ofthe music and
those are the dots."
The event itself expressed different
forms of "3Dots." "We triedto make everything correlate with the theme," said
Ellen Regan, secretary of the Art Club
and A&S '11. Even the food was in the
formof dots: lollipops, crackers, circular
Jaxcheese puffs, and more. The opening

of the show was more like a party with
loud music, food, and sparkling cider in
champagneflutes.
"We have incorporated other art
forms like music. Art Club is also about
art appreciation,of all art forms not just
like painting," Whitmore explained.
The exhibit features art of all mediums, from painting to photography to
drawn sketches to collages and more.
The subjects vary as well. As you enter
the upper part, thereis a series offlower

Plugging the
leaks in the
music industry

JeffWallace
I wish I were 8 again. Rather than
going to hockey practice, baseball
practice, or some other practice, I would
take my piano lessons seriously and sit
downand actually practice. Instead, 13
years later, my pathetic sense of music
theory has allowed me only to string
together a few chords on my guitar and
at best leadthe occasionalSublime
sing-along. I can accept that I am not
destinedfor musical greatness,but it
is always amusing to consider what the
lifewould actually be like. The fame
and money wouldbe nice, but nothing
appeals to me more than the joy of
creation - of putting words and notes
together to express feelings. To me, there
is nothing more honest.
Imagine pouring your life into apiece
of art, deciding ona day to unveil your
creation, only to find that millionsof
people somehow already saw a grainy
photo of your work. There is nothing
that you can do to stop people from
judgingyour workfrom that photo.
The music industry certainly has its
problems, but there are few as serious
as leaked albums. Who is at fault? The
fans will alwaysbe craving their favorite
artist's latest work, but the current
structure of producing, pressing, and
promoting albums has made it almost
impossiblefor albums not to get leaked.
Albumleaks have always been a part
ofthe recording industry, with the
sole intent of distributing the album
to a limited group of people, namely
journalists,company executives,and
radio stations, strictly for promotional
purposes. Some artists embrace it, even
officially leaking their albums to ensure
that second-rate versions do not show
up on the Internet.There is certainly
a high level oftrust involved,and the
Internethas made it almost too easy
for music to be copied and distributed
to massive numbers of people. Internet
leaks are most troublesomebecause,
for the most part, the sound quality
is generallysubpar - The Raconteurs
equate it to "watching a movie on a
wristwatchinstead ofin a theater."
Last June, Jack White, the lead
man for the White Stripes as well as
a member ofThe Raconteurs, reacted
irately to the leaking of The White
Stripes' sixth studio effort, Icky Thump.
The White Stripes had notoriously
kept their albums under tight wraps,
refusing to intentionallyleak tracks in
advance, a practice often employedby
bands as a promotional tactic. Despite
White's efforts, several tracks were
leaked and only threeweeksbefore its
release, Chicagoradio station QlOl
airedthe entire albumwithout the
band's permission. Almost immediately,
Icky Thump showed up on popular filesharing services and resourceful fans
hadthe album threeweeks early. Two
hours later a seriouslypissed off Jack
White called the station from Spain
and demanded to speak directly to DJ
Electra, who was responsible for airing
the piece, and asked her ifshe was
sorryfor what she did.She claimed
that someone had given the album to
the station and they were excited to
play it with the intention of showing
the station's love for the White Stripes.
Allegedly, the label supplied the station
with the album and supported this

promotion.
of shapes and colors.
With therelease ofThe Raconteurs'
Everything is a little different; each
albumConsolers
of the Lonely, which
artist puts a uniquespin on his work,but
they all somehow incorporate thetheme came out last Tuesday, White and
of"3 Dots." Art Club has given everyone company took no chances. The album
ago and
a chance to display their art to the BC was mastered only threeweeks
to forgo the usual
the
band
decided
community.
"The student art on campus needs lead times and promotionalsetups
to be exhibited. I hope in the next year associated with cutting an album.The
to make it a prominentpart of campus," band says, "We wanted to explore the
ideaof releasing an album everywhere at
Whitmore said.
Art Club spent months preparing for once and then marketing and promoting
this exhibit. "We started some things it thereafter."They also admittedthat
like the budget a while ago. Over spring release informationwas bound to come
break, we painted the walls and started to light, increasing the likelihood ofa
occurring. They did not want this
on the collage, which is a communal leak
release
method to be seen as areaction
piece," Changsaid. Theyeven held a tech
week, like aplay, theweekbefore to make to such a leak; rather they wanted to
sure everything was running smoothly. allowtheir fans to hear the album, as
"[Preparing] was more difficult because it was intended to sound by the band,
of spring break and Easter, but it all and give them a chance to define it for
themselves,rather than having someone
works out in the end," said Maggie Manelse
do it for them.
sfield, publicizingmanager and A&S '11.
The
Raconteurs' move is not quite as
All of the officers contributed and put
forth a lot of work into the event, but revolutionary as Radiohead's experiment
withIn Rainbowslast October, but the
Whitmore led the effort.
"I haven't slept in three days. It's intent is similar.Both moves show that
a lot of administrative work, and lot traditionalalbum pressing and release
of red tape that is a bit difficult to get styles are becoming a thing of the past.
through, but it is worth it to show the Most importantly, for each, the strength
music is completelyindependent
art. It's exhilaratingnow thatit's done," ofthe
from
thebusiness
tactics, proving that
Whitmore said.
music
will
be made and it is
good
always
The Bapst Student Art Gallery will
onlybecoming easier for listeners to get
feature Art Club's "3 Dots" exhibituntil
their ears on it.
April 11, and it is open anytime the library
is open. Even withoutthe musicandfood
ofopening night, the art speaks for itself Jeff Wallace is the Asst. Arts di Review
by expressing the themeand displaying Editor ofThe Heights. He welcomes comments at wallacju@bc.edu.
the talentsof the artists at BC. \u25a0
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Cut your losses and avoid 'Stop-Loss' at all costs
By

Chase Kinser

natural storyline, so Peirce had to
throw a bunch ofrandom problems that
soldiersface into the movie. She inserts
incidents ofsoldiers beatingtheir wives,
getting DUl's, and having an entire influx
of problems. The result of all this is a
movie that cries out a political message,
which is not the reason most people go
to the movies.
Seriously, when people want to learn
about current events, they pick up a
newspaper or turn on the news - they
don'tgo to a theater. Stop-Loss should not
be a movie; it is a very interesting event
that needs to be known, but it wouldbe
better if it were the cover story of Time
or even a nonfictionbook. As a movie, it
tries too hard to be a fictional narrative.
Since the movie is about a current
event, it does not delve into the characters well. They all seem too generalized
and fake. There isn't much depth to the
soldiers when the movie is supposed to
be about their perspective. The movie is
supposed to be emotional and moving,
which it is to a certain extent, but not
to the level that it needs to be in order
to be good.
Anyone who is interested in the stop
loss policy should pick up a book or read
an articlebecause it will be more truthful and more interesting. One thing the
movie does is make everyone aware that
this happens to a lot of service men and
women, just through its title and previews. The movie's entire ad campaign
may help its cause more than if it succeeds at the box office, which is highly
doubtful.C+
no

Heights Staff

At the Oscars, JonStewart madeajoke
saying that Hollywoodneeds to "stay the

course" with the box-office-unfriendly
Iraq war movies. Apparently, they listened. Kimberly Peirce's Stop-Loss is
another typicalHollywoodanti-war film.
Many of the Vietnam and World War II
films have had tremendous success, but
no fresh ideas are beingproduced about
the Iraq conflict. When 70 percent of
the country
disagrees
STOP-LOSS
Dir. byKimberly Peirce with the war,
a film saying
MTV Films
the "war is
bad" isn't appealing to people who want
to see something different.
Stop-Loss triesto be different by telling the story through thesoldier's eyes. I
can't think of many war films that don't
do that. All Quiet on the Western Front
did that in 1931. Yet, calling the film
COURTESY OF MTV FILMS
completely unoriginal is invalidbecause Charming Tatum, Abbie Cornish, and Ryan Phillippe star as childhood friends torn apart by the Iraq war in theanti-war movie, Stop-Loss.
the entire concept the movie is based
upon has never been done before. (I'm turns into a bloody mess after he leads makes a deal to return as a sniper so he with all of these problems, hisfriendback
not referring to using Charming Tatum's his unit into an ambush. A few die and doesn'thave to be on the front lines. He home, Tommy Burgess (Joseph Gordonbody as a marketing ploy.) The concept of some are badly wounded.
Levitt), has become an abusive alcoholic
tries to convince King to stop running,
the stop loss policy is new to this failing
Because King feels guilty for the so there can be some sort of conflict in due to post-traumatic stress. Of course,
deathsofmany ofhis soldiers, he refuses the movie.
genre of Iraq films.
he will only listen toKing, so his problems
to go back. He attempts to drive from
Ryan Phillippestars as SergeantBranSince King is basically a fugitive, his worsen as thefilm progresses.
donKing who hasbeen stop lossed after Texas to Washington, D.C. so he can ask plan to get out of his third deployment
The main problem with Stop-Loss
two tours in Afghanistan and Iraq. Stop a senator to fix his problem,but he has to is thrown in the trash midway through is that it is in the wrong medium. This
Loss is when soldiers are called back to go AWOL to travel there. Meanwhile, his the movie. He resorts to other options, movie is about a situation more than it
the front lines when they shouldbe done buddy, Steve Shriver (Charming Tatum) including changing his identity so he is about a story. When a film does this,
with their service. The movie starts off is in the same boat, but he deals with can live in Canada, or just crossing the it forces the filmmakers to create gimwith the ending of his last tour, which the problem in a different way. Shriver Mexican border. While King is dealing micks to cover the time span. There is

'21' deals an entertaining hand

Box Office Report
Weekend
Gross*

Title
1.21

23.7

1

2. Dr. Seuss' Horton
Hears a Who

jy 4

o

3. Superhero Movie

9.5

1

«?

«\u25a0

n

5. Drillbit Taylor

5.8

2

6. Shutter

5.3

2

7.10,000 B.C.

4.9

4

8. Stop-Loss

4.5

1

9. College Road
Trip

35

4

10. The Bank Job

2.8

4

4. Tyler Perry's
Meet the Browns

COURTESYOF SONY PICTURES

Jim Sturgess and Kate Bosworth play Ben Campbell and Jill Taylor, two MIT students cheating their way to a jackpot in the Vegas flick 21.
By

Connor Oakley

For the Heights
Based loosely on Ben Mezrich'sbestselling book, Bringing Down The House,
21 openedthisweekendto prove to those
not already hell bent on striking it rich
in Las Vegas that the house can and
does get beaten. StarringKevin Spacey,
Kate Bosworth, and Jim Sturgess, 21 tells
the true story of
a group of six
21
Dir. by Robert Luketic MIT students
Sony Pictures
who mastered
the art of cardcounting and fleeced U.S. casinos for
millions in the early 19905.
In blackjack, the stakes are always
high; when a group of card-countinggeniuses under the guidance of the always
slyKevin Spacey challengean old-school,
Vegas pit boss played by Laurence Fishburne, the stakes prove to be life changing. Ben Campbell, playedby Australian
native Jim Sturgess, was a gifted MIT
student whose life was seemingly on the

in the sense that it takes on the whole
fast track to success. Having been accepted into Harvard Medical Schoolbut "beatingVegas" premise thathas driven
not having the financial means to fulfill the plot of many similar, yet just as
this childhood dream, Ben is confronted unimpressive movies. Though direcwith a question that, for the first time tor Robert Luketic does a good job of
making a simple, often unexciting card
in his life, he could not answer. Enter
Micky Rosa (Kevin Spacey), a confident game interesting, thecharacter developmath professor with a penchantfor both ment is very poor and the depth of the
numbers andprofit. Boasting more game relationshipsbetweenthe team members
than a nature preserve, Rosa heads a themselves and with Rosa is often unclear or unexplored. Nevertheless,what
team of gifted students who develop a
sophisticated methodof counting cards the film lacks in character development,
that turns casino odds in their favor. theeditors more than compensate for in
Armed with a flawless system of words cinematographyand cast. Spacey more
and signals, the dream team travels to than solidifies his bailer status playing
Vegas everyweekend to fill their pockets the role of corrupt MIT professor Rosa,
and his cat-and-mouse game with the
with thousands ofdollarsbefore returnever powerful force that is Fishburne
ing to class on Monday. Hesitant at first,
Ben refuses the team's invitation to join, proves to be one ofthe most entertainbut is eventuallyluredby his desperation ing aspects of the film. Final verdict:
for money, the flashy Vegas lifestyle, and This film is one that has a great dealof
the sexy Kate Bosworth, who plays his entertainment value, but beyond that,it
is safe to say that an Oscar is definitely
teammate, Jill Taylor.
From the beginning, it is clear that out of the question. Employing my narthis film not only has a high degree of row blackjack vocabulary, I think it's
predictability but is also very cliched best stay away from this bust. B

Weeks
in release

'Weekend Gross figures in millions

Bestsellers of Hardcover Fiction
1. Change of Heart, Jodi Picoult
2. The Appeal,

John Grisham

3. Remember Me?, Sophie Kinsella

4. 7th Heaven, Patterson and Paetro

5. Killer Heat, Linda Fairstein
ACCORDING TO PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY

HEROINE CHIC WITH BLAIR THILL

Shamefully overlooked and shockingly deep
how much better The Devil Wears Prada
was than any Sparks adaptation. And

Blair Thill
I am writing this sitting on my heavily-mentioned futon, watching A Walk
to Remember (go ahead, judge me).
While hormonallyblubbering over the
contrivedplot, it got me thinking about
the differences between chick lit and
chick flicks. Somethinglike a Nicholas
Sparks novel would not necessarily fit
into the constraints ofthis book column,
but as soon as it's turned into a movie,
the chick flick labels would come out
of the woodwork.While I have enjoyed
the Nicholas Sparks movies against my
better judgment, I often wonder why
Hollywood transforms sappy novels
into chick flicks, when there is an unexplored treasure trove of fabulous chick
lit. Barring The Notebook, just think of

that was derived from
the cream of the female
fiction crop. I have an
awful habitof determining if literaturecould be
turned into a film, and
so this week I give you a
quaint, movie-material
novel:London is the Best
City in America.
Our featured heroine
this week is the vulnerable yet utterly believable Emmy Everett.
Emmy's backstory is an
intriguing one, as the
novel opens on a reflection of what happened
to her threeyears before
present time. She and
her then-fiancee were
lying in bed together at
a seedy Rhode Island motel, en route to
a visit in their mutual suburban hometown. The two had been together since

high school, but had recently hit arough
patch. Emmy was starting to forget the
reason that the two

were ever together,
and suddenly it all
became too much
for her. She got her
thingstogetherwhile
her fiancee was still
sleeping, and left.

ing about the future and the scarily
endless possibilities it holds. Emmy's
documentarywas just acover for the "oh

crap" feeling that we'llall undoubtedly
have, made clear by the fact that she
had hundreds of tapes of coverage, and
no actual film.
Emmy becomes forced to deal with
her past andfuture though whenher big
brother, Josh'swedding rollsaround. She
A recent college unwillingly trudges back to Scarsdale,
graduate, Emmy N.Y., to fulfill her civic duty to find a
had no plans. The brother who seems less than ready to
only future she had get hitched. Joshreveals that he's been
was left sleeping in cheating on his fiancee and long-time
thatbed. As aresult, girlfriend Meryl. Worse yet, he might be
Emmy decided to in love with the other woman. The news
hide from the exstuns Emmy, who alwayslooked up to her
pectations offamily brother as the rock of the family - the
and friends in the one with the steady job and the steady
smallfishing village girlfriend. In order for Josh to make
the biggest decision of his life, the two
Narragansett, using her film degree embark on a road trip to Elizabeth, the
COURTESYOF AMAZON.COM
to put together a other woman, with just 72 hours until the
documentaryabout the lives offishers' wedding. Emmy is surprised to find that
wives. Her plight is one that any female Elizabethisn't some hot young blonde,
college student canrelate to when thinkbut a more mature woman with two

littlegirls. She sees the happiness ofher
brotherin the companyofElizabethand
becomes torn between advising him to
marry Meryl and live the boring life she
avoided, and possibly regretting losing
everything he had for so long.
Ultimately, it seems as though the
wedding is fated to happen, when
brotherand sisterleave and miraculously
make it back for the rehearsal dinner
withoutanyone suspecting foul play. But
Emmy and Josh can only hide behind
their fake exteriors for so long. Emmy
grapples with a decade-long crush on
her brother's adorablebest friend Dan,
andthe temptationto go back to thelife
she could have had when she runs into
her ex-fiancee.Josh is still unsure ofhis
choice and whetherhe shouldtell Meryl
abouthis affair. The story is deeplycomplex, and you will find yourself rooting
for Emmy to get her life back on track.
The ending is satisfying without being
completelysappy andpredictable. What
more could youreallyaskfor? And so, as
far as chick lit goes, this piece deserves
an A-.
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Directions: The Sudoku is played overa 9x9 grid. In eachrow there are9 slots,
some ofwhich are empty andneed to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must
followthese rules:
Number can appearonly once in each row
Number can appearonly once in each column
Number can appearonly once in each 3x3 box
The numbershould appear only once onrow, column or area.
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46 Tyrannize

48 Flummoxes
51 D.C. YIP
52 Cereal grass
53 Brace amount

?

?
?

?

54 Wilson's

predecessor
56 Golfer Craig
60 Small carpet
64 Eagle's nest
65 Lincoln's boy
67 Take after
68 Impish smiles
69 Notable period
70 Native American
emblem
71 Facets
72 Roman Pluto
73 Prophets
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DOWN

1 Poet Teasdale
-2 Lamenter's

cry
3 Bind with cord
4 Sufficient
5 Medicinal
quantities
6 Winter spell
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18 August sign
19 Idle
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16Shinbone
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7 Abu Dhabi,
Dubai et al.

8 Ponders moodily

9 Clumsily written

10 Turner from

Tennessee

11 Promote

criminal activity
12 "Chariots of __"
13 Minnesota
21 Typical patterns
23 Night flyer
26 Holy smokes!
27 Attribute
28 Mawkishly
sentimental
31 Boxer Spinks
32 Intense beam |
33 Bowler's lane
34 Mall component
36 Unwanted email
37 Silent
agreement

41 Tex-Mex menu

items
42 Drag through
the mud

You know my
cousin S roommate?
Yphli
we iiKe eacn
lean, wplikppflrh

other.

.

,

Answers to the

crossword on
page D5.

45 Batting zero
47 Contaminates
49 Sheepish she

50 Arranged
55 Lake near Reno
56 Droops
57 Hatcher or Garr

58 Saharan

59 Eat elegantly
61 Unit cost
62 Operator

63 Precious stones
66 "Exodus"
character

"We bought another dog."
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"Before giving, Ii
always look for the
Humane Seal."
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.

Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harming animals. ygRJV

M^2-J^m

Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.

www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
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YOU A RAISE BUT I
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"Did I ever tell you how irresistible
you are when you ignore me?"
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Just tell your teammates you missed the race because you were getting stoned. They'll understand.
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LSAT Classroom

LSAT Advanced

LSAT Extreme

LSAT Summer Intensive j LSAT Private Tutoring

Be focused and

Focus on the
most difficult
content?lsB+
required to enroll.

Seize every advantage with 109 hours,
plus 4 extra hours of

Immerse yourselffor 6
weeks with LSAT daily

efficient with our
most popular and
convenient option.

one-on-one tutoring.

workshops and
: lectures,
small
groups.
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Customize your prep with

one-on-one instruction.
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The next LSAT Advanced Course starts on

Wednesday, April 2 nd
at the Newton Kaplan Center
(792 Beacon Street, Newton Centre)

Space is limited. Sign up for a class today!

;

LSAT Premium Online
Take a Classroom Course
at the best time and place
for you.
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RedHawk Down

Numbers to Know

1

Lacrosse's sophomore midfielder Mary Stinson scored
her first career goal againstBU
on Wednesday.

11-6
Record of sophomore pitcher
Taylor Peyton.

31
Saves made by freshman goaltender John Muse in Saturday's win over Minnesota.

48
Seconds into the second overtime when junior Lauren Fitzpatrick scored the game-winning goal against No. 7 UNC.

Talk of the Heights
"When you come
back from an
injury, you can
never think about
getting hurt when
you're out on the
ice. That's when

you're vulnerable."
?Brock Bradford,
Men's Hockey junior
forward on his injury
this season

ACC

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Freshman forward Joe Whitney celebrates his overtime goal in style alongwith senior Pat Gannon. The Eagles are headed to their third straight Frozen Four.
By

Nick Tarnoff

Heights Senior Staff

WORCESTER, MA - With a swing of
his stick, freshman forward Joe Whitney
punched the Eagles' ticket to a third
straight Frozen Four with a 4-3 overtime
victory over the No. 2 MiamiRedHawks.
The Eagles ended the RedHawks season
for a third time in a row, but this time,
Miami pushed BC to the brink and had
their chances in overtime to

Maryland
Boston College

Softball
Team
North Carolina
Virginia Tech
Florida State
Boston College
N.C. State
Virginia
Georgia Tech
Maryland

ACC
7-1
6-2
5-3
2-3
3-5
3-5
2-6
1-4

Games to Watch
Baseball

Boston
vs
nH w
College

-

Duke

The Eagles square off against the Blue
Devils in a three game series which will
hopefully lift BC from the basementof
the Atlantic Division.
Fri. 2:30, Sat.and Sun., 1 p.m.

Martinez threw a shot on Muse, which
Muse was able to kick out to his left,
but the rebound sat in front of the open
net and Jarod Palmer made no mistake
banging it home.
Miami nearly extended its lead when
freshman Tommy Wingels came in on a
clean break on Muse at the 2:48 mark,
but Wingels hit the right post.
BC was ableto generate afew chances,

See Hockey, D3

punch yourself in the face for not
being surprised, as "the best teams
in basketball"bowout before Easter.
The worst part is, you know that
next year, when you're making your
picks, you'll do the exact same thing

Baseball
ACC
10-1
5-5
5-6
5-6
3-8
2-9

the

and BC bruiserNick Petrecki exchanged
pleasantries after Petrecki buried Jones
behind theBC net. Jones jumpedup and
wrestled Petrecki to the ground before
throwing a punch. Both were sent off for
two minutes to cool down.
With the teams skating four-on-four,
Miamiwas able to break though and got
on the board at the 1:30 mark. Miami
defensemanKevin Roederthrew thepuck
intothe left corner, where AlecMartinez
was ableto dig it out and droveto the net.

Cinderellas, chokers, and
the Fashionable Four

Standings
Atlantic Division
Florida State
Wake Forest
Clemson
N.C. State

bury

Eagles. BC will be making its eighth trip
to the Frozen Four in 11 years and their
third trip in a row.
"We're on a roll right now. We've won
seven straight and we're playing pretty
good hockey," said BC head coach Jerry
York. "Wefeel veryfortunate and very excited to have thechance to go to another
Frozen Four. We've won some big games
to get here."
A mere 40 seconds into the game,
Miami Hobey Baker Finalist Ryan Jones

becausethe one yearyou actuallypick
Duke to lose in the first round is the
year they will win it all.
JessicaIsner
March Madness is what makes you
Every March, I look forwardto the loudly and obnoxiously champion
Madness. For obvious reasons, this the cause of a team like Virginia
Tech because they didn't make the
year was different.
This time around, I didn't even tournament over Miami.
want to fill out my bracket - not if
You tell everyone that the Hokies
the only Eagles involved came from finished ahead of Miami in confersome mid-major in D.C. But I did it
ence play, they beat Miami in the
anyway, and when I turned on that conference tournament, they came
first set of games last week, I rememthis close to taking down the No. 1
bered why March is the best month overall seed, and who really cares
there is, even when your team's not about RPI, anyway? You saw what
in it.
V-Tech did to make ESPN label one
March Madness is what makes of your very own Eagles the most
posterizedplayer in college basketyou lose your voice from screaming
ball this year. You pretend that you
so loud when some freshman from
Xavierknocks down a three to finally actually care whether or not a team
like Tech - your enemy, in any other
give his team the lead.
It's what makes your heart pound circumstance - gets to dance, but
when Xavier - Xavier, a team you all the while, you're just glad it's not
never even watched this season, let your team that Dickie Y. has to make
alone rooted for - staves off the upa case for on Monday morning.
(And while we're on the subjectset from the No. 14 seed and saves
your bracket from being completely March Madness is the sole situabusted within the first two hours of tion that gives you the strength and
perseverance to deal with the deadly
it all.
(The busting won't come until comboofDick Vitale andBob Knight
four days later, when Georgetown in the same SportsCenter segment.
In no other situation would you
completely poops the bed and annihilates your Final Four. I'm not ever voluntarily subject yourself to
that.)
bitter or anything.)
March Madness is what makes you
March Madness is what solidifies your hatred for the Dukes and adopt a team like Villanovabecause
Clemsons of the world, because as Jay Wright is still the perennial
somebody who watches ACC teams champion of GQ's Fashionable Four,
wreak havoc on each other all season awarded to the best-dressedcoach in
long, you know what the southern college basketball. (I swear I didn't
make that up. He's just that good.)
powerhouses are capable of.
March Madness. It doesn't matYou continue to ignore that pesky
little devil on your shoulder who ter who's playing; you will still get
tells you that teams like Clemson sucked in. Doesn't that take the
and Duke are great at beating up on pressure off a little?
teams on any date prior to March 20,
so you pencil in the ACC's finest for
a date in the Sweet 16, maybe even
JessicaIsner is the sports editor of The
the Elite Eight.
Heights. She can be reached at sports@
And then you watch, wanting to bcheights.com.

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

Women's Basketball
The Eagles end their season with a WNIT loss
to formerBig East rival St. John's. D3

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Brock Bradford, out for this season, is forced to look on as BC makes a tournament run.

From an alternative
vantage point
Dan Cagen
Heights Staff

By

killing. I just went in the corner, might
have bumped [BU's Peter] MacArthur.
We kinda bumped each other just going
If you'vebeen wondering whothat fafor the puck. I just went to spin off and I
miliar-lookingguy searching for an open might've jammedmy arm on the glass."
seat at Kelley Rink last month was, you
The X-rays showed what Bradford
may finally have your answer.
feared. He hadbroken his humerus bone
"Ikind ofvary whereI sit," said Brock for the second time in just over three
Bradford, the BC hockey star who was months. Itbrought an end to a lost season
the 2007 Hockey East TournamentMVP. for the junior from Burnaby, British Co"WhereverI can find seats. I don'texactly lumbia, Canada. After playingin just five
have the assigned seats. Wherever I can games, Bradford's season was over.
go that's a good vantage point and see
The Eagles were in only their second
the game well."
period of the season opener against
You may be wondering why a player Michigan at theIce Breaker tournament
ofBradford's stature, BC'sfourth leading in St. Paul, Minn., when Bradford went
scorer on last season's national runnerdown for the first time. Coming off a
up team, is spending his time scouting strong sophomore season that included
for open seats rather than open shots. 19 goals and 45 points, Bradford went
Bradfordhimselfhas a hard timerecalling down with a freak injury.
how it happened.
"The first one, it was just kind of a
"It all happened so quickly," Bradfreak thing," Bradford said. "I went to
ford said ofhis last game against Boston
University on Jan. 19. "We were penalty
See Bradford, D3

Siu's View
Footballand basketballaren't the only sports where
refs get a bad rap. D3

Column
Baseball News
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D4
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"You see the guy as a junior and he's getting

Short

his jerseyretired and you're like, 'Why?'
Then you play against him and you say,
'That's why! He'll go through thefloor just to
get a rebound. He's a greatplayer"

in

?Terrence Williams, Louisville,
complimenting North Carolina's Tyler
Hansbrough after the Cardinals' 83-73 loss

Sports

Taking AIM
File Edit Insert People

Warning Level:OX

BCEaglesFans: Jerry York needs to hold a
coaching clinic for our athletic department.
Every year, his teams perform when it matters most.

BCEaglesFans: Another rough weekendfor
the baseball team. What's new?
BCEaglesFans: I've reached the conclusion
that the women's basketball team could beat
the men's. At least theywon a postseason
game this season.
BCEaglesFans: Spring practice starts soon
for football.Chris Crane or CodiBock?
A H

tjtQ
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|

@

BCHeightsSports:Didn't get a message in this
week? Send your thoughts to BCHeightsSports.
Warn

Block

Add Buddy

Gal Info

GAME OF THE WEEK

-

College Basketball No. 1 UNC vs. No. 1
Kansas
Where: The Alamodome, San Antonio, Texas
When: Saturday, TBA

North Carolina takes East Regional
Behind the strongplay ofACC PlayeroftheYear Tyler Hansbrough, North Carolina advanced to the Final Four for the first
time since 2005. Hansbrough, also the leadingcandidatefor the
nationalPlayer of the Year award, scored 28 points in the Tar
Heels' 83-73 win over Louisville on Saturday night.
Despite blowing a 12-point halftime lead, North Carolina
neversuccumbed to the extrapressure. With Louisville employing a full-court man-to-man press, UNC guards Ty Lawsonand
Wayne Ellingtontookcare of theball and limitedtheir turnovers
in thefinal minutes. That freed up Hansbrough on the offensive
endof the court, andhe respondedwith threemid-range jumpers
late in the contest to pull the Tar Heels ahead.
Previously, North Carolina defeated Washington State 68-47 on Thursday evening in the regional semifinal. Hansbrough
added 18 points in that contest, while Danny Green scored 15
for theTar Heels. With the two wins, North Carolinaadvanced
to play in Saturday's Final Four.

GERRY BROOME / AP PHOTO

NATION

For thefirst timesincehe leftKansas following the
2003 season,North Carolina coach Roy Williams will
face his old school. The Tar Heel alum,who has made
a point to avoid talk about his prior school, will face
off against Bill Self's red-hot Jayhawks in Saturday's
nationalsemifinal.
While coachingmay be the main storylineleading
up to the contest, both teams feature immense talent.
North Carolinais led by Tyler Hansbrough, who averages 22.8 points and 10.3rebounds per game. Guards
Ty Lawson and Wayne Ellington pace a strong UNC
backcourt.
Kansas will counter with a tremendouslybalanced
team. Senior guard Russell Robinson should lead the
Jayhawks in the contest.

Sports Calendar
DAY

TIME

EVENT

3 p.m.
3 p.m.
TBA

@ Northeastern

BASEBALL

SPORTS

BC

Lacrosse upsets No. 7 Tar Heels

Tues., April 1
Wed., April 2
Fri.-Sun., April 4-6

Women'sLacrosse upset No. 7 North Carolina on Saturday,
winning, 5-4, in double overtime. Just48 seconds into thesecond
overtime period, junior Lauren Fitzpatrick scored the gamewinning goal. The goal was Fitzpatrick's 19thofthe season and
her second game-winner. This was the Eagles' second ACC win
of the season, and the first time they have won more than one
conference game in a seasonsince joining the ACC.
The TarHeels got on theboardfirst,

Sat., April 5
Sun., April 6

Fri., April 4
Sun., April 6
ROB SCHUMACHER / AP PHOTO

Bruins cruise into Final Four again
For the thirdconsecutive year, UCLA advanced to theFinal
Four, defeatingXavier 76-57 in theWest Regionalfinal.
Two days after beating surprise Western Kentucky 88-78 in
a close contest behindKevin Love's 29 points and 14rebounds,
the Bruins used their stingy defense to contain the Musketeers.
Xavier shot just 36 percent from the field, and had scored only
24 points at halftime. In the second half, UCLA pulled away as
four players reached double-figures.Love led the way with 19
points, while guards Darren Collison and Russell Westbrook
each added 19 and 17,respectively.
With the win, UCLA advanced to play Memphis in theFinal
Four on Saturday. The last time the two teams faced one another in 2006, the Bruins knocked the Tigers out of the NCAA

Softball drops three-game series
Softball dropped two of three games in its series against
Florida Statethis weekend.
FSU won the first game, 1-0. Seminoles pitcher Tiffany
McDonald struck out 15 batters and held BC to three hits and
no runs. The Eagles tookgame two, 6-1. Pitcher Taylor Peyton
allowedone run on five hits in seven innings of work.
Florida Statebeatthe Eaglesin the final game, coming away
with a 6-0 victory.
Peyton pitched 5.1 innings and allowed three runs, and
received the loss. Freshman Allison Gage relieved Peyton, and
allowedan additional three runs when the Seminoles blew the

Maryland barely squeakedby Coppin State and Nebraska
in thefirst two rounds of the NCAA's, but dominatedVander-

ACC

bilt in the Sweet 16, 80-66.
The Terrapins started out hot from the gate. They held
Vanderbilt to 34.5 field goal percentage in the first half. They
also forced nine turnovers, which they turned into 10 points.
Maryland scored aremarkable 44 points in the first half.
Vanderbilthad only allowed47 and46 points to its opponents
in both of its first two games.
Vanderbilt cut the Terrapin lead down to 12 in the second
half, but Maryland went on an 18-8run to pull away for good.
Maryland shot 51 percent from the field for the game. ACC
player of the year Crystal Langhorne led the way with 28
points and nine rebounds.

UNC moves into Elite Eight
Despite trailing48-37 at halftime, top-seeded North
Carolina defeatedLouisville 78-74 on Saturday afternoon.
Forward LaToyaPringle had 27 points and 11rebounds in
the winning effort. Rashanda McCants joinedPringle in the
comeback victory, scoring 12 points and adding five assists.
Behind Angel McCourtney's 35 points and 13 rebounds,
Louisville jumpedout to an early 18-pointlead. However,
Pringle's defensiveeffort limitedthe Louisville star in the
second half to just 14 points.
With the Sweet 16 win against Louisville, North Carolina
advanced to the Elite Eight against LSU on Monday night.

10 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

Miami
Florida State

MEN'S TENNIS

first half. Sophomore Lauren Costelloand junior captain Jenna
McCabe scoredBC's goals in the half. The Eagles tiedthe score
at three on a goal from sophomore SarahSedgwick shortly after
play resumed. BC then took the lead when McCabe scored her
second goalof the day. The TarHeels tied it up on EricaLaGrow's
second goal ofthe game to send the game into overtime. Junior
goalkeeperKatie Monaghan had a season-high 13 saves.

Terrapins advance in tournament

Duke

WOMEN'S TENNIS

andtook a3-2 lead in the

contest open.

@ UConn

tournament.

NEWS

2:30 p.m.

9 a.m.

@ Georgia Tech
@ Clemson

SOFTBALL
Wed., April 2
Sat., April 5
Sat., April 5
Sun., April 6

@ UConn
3:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
North Carolina
3 p.m. North Carolina
12 p.m. North Carolina

MEN'S GOLF
TBA

@ Greenville, N.C.

Monday-Tuesday

TBA

@ Beallsville, Md.

Sat.-Sun., April 5-6

TBA

©Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Sat.-Sun., April 5-6

WOMEN'S GOLF

SAILING

Sat., April 5
Sat., April 5

9:30 a.m. @ Mass Maritime
TBA

@ MIT & Tufts

Kansas squeaks by Davidson

NCA
DAVID J. PHILLIP / AP PHOTO

Rose leads Memphis past Texas

The darling of this year's NCAA tournament finally fell
in the Elite Eight, when Kansas defeatedDavidson 59-57 on
Sunday evening.
Backed by the outstanding play of guard Stephen Curry,
Davidson hung withKansas throughoutthe contest andtrailed
just 30-28 at halftime.Curry, whofinished with 25 points, keyed
a second half run that gave Davidson a 51-47 leadwith eight
minutes remaining. The Wildcats' Bryant Barr came off ofthe
bench to hit three three-pointersin the run.
Kansas battled back, however, behind the strong post
presence of center Sasha Kaun. His play gave Kansas a 59-53
lead that they neverrelinquished.Although Davidson rallied,
Curry could not complete the comeback,as he misseda threepointer at thebuzzer. Kaun scored 13 points and grabbedseven
rebounds in the game for Kansas.

Point guard DerrickRose scored 21 points to leadMemphis past Texas in the South Regional final, 85-67. The
freshman alsocontributed with nine assists and six rebounds,
while turning the ball over onlytwo times.
Rose's efforts were not alone. Wing Chris Douglas-Roberts led the Tigers with 25 points, as he hit 14 free throws
in the game. Forwards Shawn Taggert and Joey Dorsey also
contributed with 12 and 11 points, respectively.
Despite losingby22 points, Texas guardsA.J.Abrams and
D.J. Augustin scored 17and 16 points each. Augustin made
just four of 18 shots, however, against the stingy Memphis
defense.
With the win, Memphis coach John Caliparireached his
secondFinal Four. Calipari last made the semifinals in 1996
as the coach of Massachusetts.
CARLOSOSORIO / AP PHOTO
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Eagles fly by Gophers to advance in NCAA's
Dan Cagen
Heights Staff

By

WORCESTER, Mass. - The upperclassmen of
Boston College have won championships during
their time on the Heights. They have won the last
two Hockey East tournaments andput up a Beanpot
titlelast month.But it is thenational championship
that has eluded this group of Eagles, coming this
close each of thelast two years.
On Saturday,BC tookthefirst step in addingthat
trophy to its treasure chest by defeatingMinnesota,
5-2, in a NortheastRegional semifinal in Worcester.
With their sixth straight win, the Eagles advanced
to face Miami University (of Ohio) in the final yesterday and the right to play for a trip to the Frozen
Four in Denver. Miami defeated Air Force, 3-2, in
overtime on Saturday.
It was the 800th career win for BC coach Jerry
York. York, who has won two national championships in his 36 seasons as a head coach, is just the
second coach to reach 800 career wins in college
history; only Ron Mason has won more games.
Mason won 924 games in 36 years of coaching at
Lake Superior State, Bowling Green, and Michigan
State.
The ever-humble York had no desireto steal the
thunder from his team. He quickly dismissed the
milestone. "Do I really look that old, guys?" York
said. "That's something that in the summer we can
go back and laugh about."
It was no laughing matter, however, when a
controversial goal madeYork's heart beat a little
faster down the stretch. The Eagles led, 4-1, when
Minnesota's Ben Gordon went top-shelf over BC
goalie John Muse (31 saves). The puck hit the crossbar andbarelywent over the line,but it was notruled
a goalinitially. After allowingplay to continue for
two minutes and 42 seconds,play was stoppedfor a
replay and it was ruled a goal. The clock was set back
to 3:27, but the win was secured on an empty-netter
by Nathan Gerbe, his 29th of the season.
"We had a little time with theplayers [while the
goal was reviewed], and we said to them that we've
got to keep playing," York said. "We've got to win

another hockeygame."
Entering the final stanza up 2-1, the Eagles
struck early to go up by two; BC stretchedits lead
with a trioof goals in the third period. At the 4:25
mark, Matt Greene was behind the goal to the left
and found a slashing Pat Gannon in front of the
net. Minnesota goalieAlex Kangas was able to get
a piece of thepuck as it spiraled past him for a 3-1
Eagle lead.
A little over four minutes later, freshman Joe
Whitney, who leads the nation in assists, made a
score for himselfwhen he backhanded in his own
rebound for an unassisted goal and a three-score
lead.
BC got off to a quick start in the first period.
After the Eagles were unable to take advantage of
an extendedfive-on-three in the opening minutes,
BC made its move whenthe Gophers went back to
the box.
Minnesota's Evan Kauffman and BC's Nick Petrecki were calledfor matchingroughing penaltiesat
5:49, and when Ben Gordon was penalized just 22
seconds laterfor slashing, BC had a four-on-three
advantage. Ben Smith knocked in the rebound of
a Nathan Gerbe shot for a 1-0 BC lead at 6:33 of
the period.
The Gophers started the second period strong
when senior Mike Howe potted his seventh goal of
the season on a rebound in the crease to even the
score. The rebound came off a shot from defenseman David Fischer.
BC tookback thelead less than five minutes later.
Tim Filangierimade a beautiful outlet pass out of
theBC zone that hit off the boardsand went straight
to Joe Whitney. Whitney drove it to the circle and
forced Minnesota goalie Alex Kangas to move up;
Whitney then fired a perfect pass to Benn Ferriero
for the go-aheadgoal.It was Ferriero's 17th score of
the season and Whitney's 40th assist, which leads
the nation. Whitney is only thesecond BC freshman
to notch40 assists in a year.
"That was a big turning point in the game," Minnesotacoach DonLucia said. "We had just climbed
backintothe game, and we were playing realwell at
the time, so that hurt." \u25a0

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

BC celebrates a goal in its 5-2 win over Minnesota, which was head coach Jerry York's 800th career win.

Bradford offers a unique Another OT thriller,
perspective on the season another Frozen Four
From Bradford, Dl
clearthe puck and the Michiganplayer came to finish
the check and I braced myselffor it. My stick was in
the air a littlebit and it got stuck in the seam of the
glass. And when the guy came to hit me, he hit my
left side towards the glass, and nothing else could
give except my arm in the position I was in."
Bradford'sbrokenhumerus was a unique one. The
doctors toldBradford they had never seen an injury
quite like it in hockey. "It's unfortunate that I had
to be the guinea pig for it," Bradford says.
After surgeryby Diane English, Bradford was told
he could return to the ice sometime between New
Year'sandthe Beanpot, an estimate of three to four
months. It was just less thanthreemonthslaterwhen
No. 19returned to theBC lineupwith style.Bradford
scored a goal in his first game back on Jan. 9, then
added a pair of scores two dayslater.
"When you come back from an injury, you can
never think about getting hurt when you're out on
the ice," Bradford says of his return. "That's when
you're vulnerable. I felt perfectly fine. I was happy
with the way I was able to jump in. Guys embraced
me right awayand coachesshowed a lotofconfidence
in me right away. I was happy to come back and get
in game shaperight away."
But just over a weeklater, Bradford was sent off
the ice and back to the stands. Bradford came off
the ice in the second period of a 2-2 tic with BU.
Bradford immediately knew something was wrong.
"It didn't even hurt, I could just feel it, so I just
skatedoff," Bradford said. "We took theprecaution
and got it X-rayed. It really wasn't that big of a
break, but it's obviously something that's keeping
me out therest of the year.
"They didn't even need to tell me. I just saw the
X-ray. I'mpretty curious and I wantedto see it firsthand. Right away I could see it was out of place. I
was devastated."
This injury wasn't quite as severe and did not
require surgery, buttherehab time was enoughto end

his season. That was over two months ago, leaving
From Hockey, Dl
Bradfordwith a lotofspare time. He doeseverything
he can to try to feel like a part of the team during as Kyle Kucharski threw a shot on Miami goalie
JeffZatkoffand Matt Lombardi just missed on the
championship time.
rebound.
A little more than a minute later, defensemeeting
"I go meet with the team at our regular
man Carl Sneeptook a shot from the point that got
times,"Bradfordsaid. "Occasionally,I'll watchpractice,but recently I've beenable to work out more, so tipped just wide.
Miami had the first good chances in the second
I focus on that. Then I'llwatch video on my own and
help give pointers to our team andaboutopponent. period as well, but Muse made a nice glove save on
I just try to stay involved and contribute anyway I Gary Steffes after a turnover just inside theBC blue
line at the4:29 mark. A minute later, Benn Ferriero
can from up top. It's limited, but hopefully I can try
nearly knocked home a shot off a scrum in front of
to make a difference with some ofthe guys."
While he misses the ice time,the viewfromabove the Miaminet.
BC's best chances came when Miami's Kevin
has given him a greater appreciation for the special
Roeder
was sent off at 6:f2 for holding. Bertram
talentsof some ofhis teammates.
"It's more of a learning experience for me," tipped a shot wide, as didFerriero and Smith, before
Bradford said. "Sitting up top, I become more of a Whitney blasted a shot just high with Zatkoff on the
studentof the game. I get to watchwhat other teams ground. Gerbe shotthe puck wide twice as well,but
Zatkoffandthe Miamipenaltykill unit were able to
are doing, how to be a better player when I'm back
on the ice, and also getting to watch our players and keep the Eagles offthe scoreboard.
With the momentum from the successful penalty
what they do, and hopefully I can incorporate into
my game. You watch guys like Gerbe and Ferriero, kill, Miami stormedback downthe ice and extended
and hopefully I can bring things that they doand put the leadto 2-0 at 8:34, Miami came down on a twotheminto my game and hopefully become a better on-threerush, and forward BrianKaufmann cut wide
around the right circle.
player out of this."
Miami nearly potted a third goal, but Justin
Although he will likelybe able to get a fifth season ofNCAA eligibilitydue to his injuries, Bradford Mercier hit the outside of the right post at the nine
said he is unlikely to use it. He played in the Boston minute mark. When BC's Tim Filangieri was sent
Bruins Development Camp in 2007 and wouldlike off at f0:02 for a hold, Miami was able to generate
to continue his career professionally after next a little offense, but thebest chance came when Tim
Kunes led a three-on-one shorthandedbreakback
season.
"They'relookinginto it," Bradford saidofgetting up ice, but Kunes' shot missed the net, and Miami
a redshirt. "I think I'll get the medicalredshirt just
came flying back down four-on-one. Ferriero was
because ofwhat happened regardless of the timing able to break up the Miami rush and save any furon it. I don't know, I don't reallyplan on using the ther damage.
The Eagles offense finally came alive whenfreshfifth year. I think it'dbe good for graduate school.
I'mhopingafter next season I'llhave anopportunity man defensemanNick Petrecki buried his fifth goal
to play within Boston's organization and that's my of the season. Pat Gannon threwa pass frombehind
ultimate goal, to play in the NHL and for Boston. the Miaminet backtowardthe slot thatPetrecki was
We'll see how next year goes within the development able to one-time to the right post.
BC scored again 14 seconds later, when Nathan
process andwhere theywant me to play, but I would
Gerbe tippedhome a beautiful pass fromBrian Giblove to play in Boston." \u25a0

bons. Gibbonscarriedthe puck over the bluelineand
feathered a pass across the slot to a driving Gerbe
for the latter's30th goal of the year.
And at f8:46, BC took the leadfor thefirst time
of the night, as Ben Smith cut downtheleft wing and
banged home a pass from Benn Ferriero to collect
his 23rd tally of the season.
"Miamihad us 2-0, but we caughtfire in a bottle
and were able to get those threerapid fire goals," said
York. "That was the key to the hockey game."
Both teams had chances in thethird period, with
BC getting the better ofthe chances. Theycouldn't
extend the lead, and Miami drew even on captain
Ryan Jones'31st goal of the season at 9:02.
Miami dominated play in overtime, and Alec
Martinez nearlywon the game at 6:59, but Muse was
ableto fallback and cover a shot thathad got behind
him. Miami's BrianKauffman had a chance at the
nine minute mark, and Andy Mieletook ablast from
the top of the left circle at 9:23 thatMuse was able
to make a great glove save on.
"I thought he was spectacular," said York of
Muse. "He made some incredible saves. Through
the 60 minutes he was like that. If you look at the
most valuable players on our club, certainly there's
a strong case for a number of forwards and defensemen, but there's a strong case made for just how
valuable he is
I thought tonight clearly he was
our best player."
Carl Sneep had a drive at 10:15and therebound
was sitting loose, but Ben Smith got pulled down
before he was able to knock it in. But the next loose
rebound wouldbe the end for Miami.
BC'sDan Bertram drove down the right wing and
unleasheda cannon ofa shot thatZatkoff was able to
stop, but he couldn'tcontrol therebound. The loose
puck kicked into the slot and Whitney doveheadfirst
and swung his stick on thebackhand, knocking the
puck into the open side of the net.
The Eagles will make their third straight trip
to the Frozen Four, which will be held in Denver,
Colorado, from April 10-12. \u25a0

...

Siu's View: Thoughts on the Champions League - and more
VINCENT SIU

So, it looks like my predictions for the
round of 16 in the ChampionsLeague went
slightly awry. The quarterfinallineups look
like this: Manchester United vs. Roma,
Chelsea vs. Fenerbahce, Liverpool vs. Arsenal, Barcelona vs. Schalke 04.
But, before I get my crystal ball out, I
would just like to comment on a situation
that's exploded onto the English Premier
League scene recently: the case against
referees. A few weeks ago, the issue was the
offside rule, which is just messy and is in
bad need of clarification; we've seen a fair
share of dubious goals awarded and chalked
off this season because of various differences in judgment.
The newest controversy is the treatment ofreferees themselves. Ashley Cole,
Chelsea's left back, put this matter onto
the table after his disgraceful reaction to
his booking just over a week ago.After
committing a dangerouslyhigh tackle on
Tottenham's Alan Hutton, Cole was first issued a yellow card when he really should've
been given a red. But he argued with referee
Mike Riley and even turned his back to him

before being shown the card.
Javier Mascherano, playing for Liverpool
against Manchester United that weekend,
became embroiled in another controversial
incident as well. Referee Steve Bennett gave
Mascherano a yellow card for a soft foul on
Paul Scholes and proceeded to send him
off after questioning a decision to book
Fernando Torres. Now, Torres had been on
the wrong end of foul challenges from Man
U defenders all game, but he was the one
booked, and Mascherano was sent off after
asking Bennett what happened.
Confused? Don't worry, I am a bit too.
The problem here isn't just the dissent
against referees; we've seen that happen all too often over the years. Look at
Wayne Rooney, John Terry, Robbie Savage
(Blackburn), and Roy Keane, to name but
a few. Temperamental players are all over
the place. The problem is consistency. The
standard ofrefereeing is way too shaky and
neverremains the same.
There are numerous and strong calls for
respect to be shown toward referees, on the
back of the two widelypublicized incidents.
But what's wrong with players trying to justify or defend their teammates? I'm not saying that the players are right in questioning

every move, but

the refs should do their part
well by showing respect to players in the
form of maintaining a consistent refereeing
guideline. You can't just let someone go for
a lame foul and book another for a similar
act. That's unfair.
Anyway, so much for referees. Actually,
while we're on this subject, I'd just like to
mention that FIFA has scrapped plans to
develop goal-linetechnology. For those who
might be new to this, FIFA was considering
and researching methods to assist referees in deciding whether certain shots were
as

goals; namely, inserting computerized chips
in soccer balls and on the goal line, so they
would apparently blink or signal to the ref

that the ball indeed crossed the line and
should be counted as a goal.
The Hawkeye technology, which is used
in both tennis and cricket, has now been
ditched in favor of additionalhuman support. Well, let's give up on technology, go
back to human eyes. And keep up the debate
on dubious goals. Human error is all part
of the game, isn't it? If you're a fan, you'd
know that having a goal wrongly disallowed
is one of the most frustrating experiences.
Or having a goal given to the other side
when it blatantly didn't go in. But no, no

TV replays. No technology. Apparently they
would disrupt the natural flow of the game.
Boohoo.
Oh right. ChampionsLeague. Roma will
be wary after its 7-1 thrashing at the hands
of their same opponents last year. Manchester United is in red-hot form at the moment, and it will be quite a task for Roma to
upstage them. Chelsea is a sure-fire favorite
to overcome Fenerbahce, but whoknows?
Perhaps Alex and Deivid and co. have the
ability to give the Londoners a few shocks
on their home turf. Liverpool-Arsenalwill
be intriguing. Arsenal has been on the upper
hand during their last few meetings, but it is
Europe after all - and Liverpool did become
the first English side to beat Inter Milan in
Italy a few weeks ago. Barcelona should find
it easy against Schalke 04. Thierry Henry is
currently the backup striker. Thierry Henry.
I think that says it all.
Roma vs. Manchester United will be on
ESPN2 at 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday. Wednesday's match at the same time will be Liverpool vs. Arsenal. Be sure to tune in.

Vincent Siu is a sophomore in the Carroll School of
Management. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.
com.
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A tribute to the best of the best who you may not expect
Bobby Bingle

I feel that some athletes do not get the respect they deserve. That is why I want to give
some credit to those athletes who I feel are
underrated. So withoutfurther ado, here are
some athletes who deserve more attention.
Marcus Vick: He runs a 4.4 40, has a laser
arm, and has unreal quickness and agility. But
beyond that, he has the intangibles needed to
lead an NFL team.
He knows how to get people to follow his
orders, which is important in a league full of
egotistical receivers. Just look at how he led
those 14-year-oldgirls with ease. He also has
passion. You have to love the way he didn't
back down to those 12-year-oldsmaking fun
of him outside of a McDonald's. He did what
any passionateperson wouldhave done: pull
out a pistol on them.
He is overshadowed by his brother's football play, but he deserves just as much attention. He more than likely won't be able to get

out of his brother's shadow unless Michael
does something really stupid and goes to
prison or something.
Ryan Perriloux: This guy came into LSU
predicting that he would win four Heismans.
I loved it. I believed him and still do. He was
robbed last year. Tebowhad better stats than
him, but I feel that the sporting world has
become way too focused on stats. It will be
more difficult for Perriloux to win the four

football player as an actor and model. I
don't believe that because that would mean
he would be winning Superbowls and such,
because Josh Duhamel is by far one of the
most stunning and versatile actors of our
a

sporting world, you know this cat. He's a
seventh grader at Oakdale Elementary. The

kid

can ball.
I've followedthe seventh grade basketball
scene for years, and I knew Trap was something special when I saw him on the sixthgeneration.
Let it also be noted that he was Male Model grade circuit before he had committed to a
of the Year in 1997. I wouldlist all ofhis acseventh- grade team.
colades, but this column has a word limit.
Man, was Oakdale lucky, and all of us are
Trina Gulliver: You can't have a legitimate lucky that we can see him play only a half an
Heismans because he has only started a half discussion about darts without mentioning hour from campus. However, I won't see him
anymore because I don't follow the eighth
a season and is going to be a junior next year, Trina Gulliver. I can tell you that every inbut don't count his prediction out yet.
tense dart conversation I have been part of grade scene.
He was so sweet in high school that I heard has included Trina.
So there they are. Some of the most underhim saying thatthe NCAA might give him two
She is the seven-time women'sdart-throw- rated athletes out there right now. Feel free
ing champ. I predict she will take women's to mention those guys in your casual sportHeismansfor his senior and junior year playing prep ball. Jason White and Matt Leinart dart-throwing to the forefront of the sporting conversations to increase their exposure.
don't deserve them. Jason White won one in ing world. Move aside tackle football, actual And don't forget to check out Trap. He'll be
football, and baseball. Also, keep your eye out at some summer workouts at the local high
'92 anyways.
Josh Duhamel: Yeah, that's right, the refor her autobiographycoming out soon, which schools.
nowned actor. Josh played quarterback for was co-written by Patrick Chaplin, more comthe Minot State University Beavers in North monly known to the masses as Dr. Darts.
Dakota.
Trap McFloyd: If you haven't heard of him, Bobby Bingle is a sophomore in the College ofArts d)
you
It's been said that he was almost as good
will soon. If you follow the underground Sciences. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.

Eagles cannot withstand
the storm vs. St. Johns
Refusing to go down without a fight, the
Eagles - with the help offive straight points
from center Carolyn Swords - workedhard to
The Boston College women's basketball cut the St. John's lead down to seven, 48-41,
with 10:26 left to play. St. John's answered
team found itself caught in a storm on Thursday night, as it fell to the St. John'sRed Storm with six straight points, however, to keep its
in the third round of the Women's National lead.
The Eagles' fight continued into the few
InvitationalTournament (WNIT), 65-56. St.
John's moves on to face N.C. State in the Elite remaining minutes. Guard LaShaunda Pratt
Eight round of the WNIT, while the Eagles' stole the ball and quickly passed to guard
Mickel Picco for a fast-break layup. The
season comes to an end.
"I'm very proud of our team," said head Eagles only trailed, 60-53.
The late push would not be enough, howcoach Cathy Inglese to Redstormsports.cstv.
com. "Nobody expected us to get this far, ever, as the Red Storm continued to extend
and it has been great. We played well and their lead at the foul line.
BC had 20 turnovers, its second 20-turnover
have been practicing really well, but we just
came out flat. I am disappointed for them, game in a row, which St. John's was ableto turn
that they did not show what they are capable into 20 points. The Red Storm also went to the
of doing."
foul line 32 times compared to the Eagles' 13.
BC's only lead of the game came when Swords led the Eagles with 14 points and
guard Brittany Johnson hit a 3-pointer from seven rebounds. Johnson and forward Stefanie
Murphy each added 11 points, while Picco
the corner to give the Eagles a 3-0 advantage. With the score soon tied at six, the Red contributed 10.
"It was really nice for us to play in the
Storm went on an 11-4 run that broke open a
seven-point lead just over five minutes into WNIT even though we were on the road,"
Inglese said. "The two and a half weeks off
the game, i7-10.
St. John's junior Monique McLean, who had was the hardest part, and it really felt like a
her third double-doubleof the season with 2i new season when we started playing again. I
points and 10 rebounds, scored seven points did wish we played at home, but at the same
time, we are a young team and need to get as
during the run.
Mickel Picco's 3-pointer at 11:03 cut the much experience as possible."
"I cannot be any happier about the season,"
St. John's lead to six points, 21-15. The Red
Storm immediately went on an 11-4 run, and Inglese said. "We had a chance at the NCAA
brought their lead up to 16. St. John's went tournament and winning 21 games was great.
To do as well as we did in the ACC with so
into the break leading the Eagles, 39-25.
The Red Storm shot 50 percent from the many question marks at the beginning of the
season was amazing." \u25a0
field in the half, going i5 for 30.
By

Ira Berman

Asst. Sports Editor

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

After an impressive run, the Eagles ended their season with a third-round WNIT loss to St. John's.
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Eagles struggle to
tame Yellow Jackets
By Joseph DeMaio
Heights Staff

Afterinclementweatherforcing a postponement
of game one, the Boston College Eagles baseball
team (11-14) was swept in a three-game series by
the No. 17 Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets over the
weekend.
The series was slatedto begin on Friday; however,
the threatofrain caused game one to be rescheduled
into a doubleheaderon Saturday.Even though the
rain passed by, the cold weather still proved to be
a distraction, as most of the players and fans had
multiple layers on in an attempt to stay warm. Unfortunately for the Eagles, the Georgia Tech offense
was anything but cold.
The story ofgame one was thepitching ofGeorgia
Tech's David Duncan. Duncan got his fourth win of
the season by holding the Eagles to four hits and
two runs over eight innings pitched. BC's offensive
effort was led by centerfielder Marc Perdios, who
went two for three with an RBI single to drive in
Mickey Wiswall in the bottomof the eighth inning.
Tony Sanchez scoredthe only other BC run, hitting
a solo home run in the seventh inning, his fifth home
run of the season.
Terry Doyle got the loss for the Eagles, giving up
five runs and nine hits in six innings of work. The
Yellow Jackets scored two runs in the top of the
second inning, one coming when Doyle hit Jason
Haniger with a pitch with the bases loaded, the
other on a sacrifice fly by JeffRowland to take an
early 2-0 lead.
Derek Dietrich added a solo home run in the
third, and Charlie Blackmon added one more run
on an RBI single in the fifth. Tech's final run came
when Thomas Nichols drove homeRowland with a
groundoutRBI in the seventh,for a final score of5-2
in favor of the Yellow Jackets.
The second game of the doubleheader started
off sloppily for both teams. Georgia Tech got off
to a fast start in the top of the first, getting on the
board earlywhen Rowland scored on a doublesteal
following a fielding error. Dietrich then hit an RBI
doubleto push the Tech lead to 2-0.
BC answeredquickly in the bottomofthe inning.
Following a groundout by Barry Butera, Michael
Belfiore hit a solo shot to left field to cut the Yellow Jacketlead to one. Later in the inning, Garret

Smith was able to drive homeEric Campbell on an
infield single that followed a fielding error by Tech
that enabled Campbell to reach third base, tying
the game at two.
The score remained tieduntil the top of the seventh inning. GeorgiaTech scored seven runs on five
walks and three hits, each ofwhich went for extra
bases, while BC was forced to use four different
pitchers to end the half inning.
The inning began with a triple by Haniger, followed by two walksfrom pitcher Kurt Hayer, who
hadreplacedstarter Dan Houston before the inning
began.
The Eagles then brought in Pat Dean to face
Blackmon, who promptly hit a sacrifice fly to right
field.
Followinga walk issuedby Dean that loadedthe
bases, BC called ChrisKowalski in from thebullpen.
ThefirstbatterthatKowalski faced was Brad Feltes,
whotook a pitch over the fencefor a grand slam. After a walk by Kowalski, BC switched pitchers again,
this timebringing in Ted Ratliff.
Ratliff was able to force a groundoutfor just the
second out of the inning, but after issuing a walk,Haniger doubled to left center field to drive in another
GeorgiaTech run. Ratliff was able to end the inning
with a strikeoutin the nextat bat, but not before the
Yellow Jackets jumpedout to a 9-2 lead.
Following a scoreless bottom of the seventh,
Feltes hit his second home run of the game in the
top of the eighth. This time, Feltes' three-run shot
clearedthe right-center field wall,andput the Yellow
Jacketsup 12-2.
The final run of the game came in the top of the
ninth, this time off back-to-backdoublesby Haniger
and Rowland, making the final score i3-2 in favor
of the Yellow Jackets.The win went to Tech starter
Eddie Burns, who held the Eagles to two runs on
seven hits in six innings.
The final game of the series featured a matchup betweenZach Yon Tersch for Georgia Tech and
James Macdonald. Yon Tersch got the win in six
and a third innings pitched, giving up two runs on
five hits. Macdonald took theloss in seven innings
ofwork, giving up three runs on six hits.
The final run of the game came in the bottomof
the seventh, when Marc Perdios drove home a run
on a fielder's choice, making the final score 3-2 in
favorof Georgia Tech. \u25a0

It's possible at St. John's University

?

the only

American university that offers this unique
opportunity for graduate study in Rome.

Whether you are interested in pursuing an M.B.A.
in Finance, International Business or Marketing
Management, or an M.A. in Government and

Politics with a specialization in International
Relations, our expert professors and the Eternal
City itself will help you prepare for
the global arena.
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COMMUNITY
Mac tutor wanted. Basic uses:
spreadsheets, labels, moving files.
Knowledge of Microsoft and filemaker
pro helpful. Please call or e-mail
Evie Frost 617-738-4661 or e-mail
thouzel@gmail. com.

Special Event Marketers Wanted.
Experienced event marketers wanted
to bring a sophisticated Boston crowd
that likes unique music, entertainment, and themed events (21-35
age group). Great pay based on
performance! Please e-mail: synergy.
listl@gmail.com.
Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job oppor-

Subletters needed for summer'o9.
276 Chestnut Hill Aye. Looking to
sublet to girls. Close to Comm Aye
bus stop and Chestnut Hill T stop.
Single room. Beautiful hardwood
floors and washer/dryer in apartment
unit. Price negotiable. Please e-mail
koesslem@bc. edu.
Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls. Price is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.

Earn $10. Participate in a psychology study on Word Pronunciation. MALES ONLY. This study
is sponsored by the department of
psychology. If you are interested,
please contact Chansavy Lim at
limcj@bc.edu.

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.
com for more information.

WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate
in a psychology research study in
the Tamir Lab! If interested, contact
TamirLab@gmail.com.

Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? Email classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!
Research participants needed.
Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology senior thesis. Contact
Katherine LaTores at latores@bc.edu
for more information.

The Laughing Medusa is BC's only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
dropped offat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
wrc@bc.edu.

Boston College AIDS Awareness
Committee's sth Annual 5K Run
for Relief. Sunday, April 27 9 a.m.
- 12:00 p.m. Conte Forum, Gate A
Side. Proceeds go to Hands in Hands
Ministries (http://www.hhministhes.
com/programs.asp). Registration
at race or through facebook group
(http://www. facebook. com/event.
php?eid=9809379250).

Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.

Happy Birthday, Chris Deerr.
love you.

I

Happy Birthday, Michi!! Love,
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The Humane Charrty Seal

of Approval guarantiees
that a health chanty funds
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or life-saving meotcai
research, but never
animal experiments.

Council on Humane Giving
Washington. D.C
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TUFTS SUMMER SESSION 2008
First Session:
May 21-June 27, 2008
Second Session:
July 1-August 8, 2008

Twelve-Week Session:
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Summer plans?
Look no further.

May 21-August 8, 2008

A

N

CONTINUING STUDIES

Master's Degree

VV

Flexible full-time or part-time evening schedules

>over 250 day and evening classes
> Affordable Tuition
> Outstanding Faculty
> Convenient Subway Access
Registration starts March 3
YourSummer starts here.

http://ase.tufts.edu/summer
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today's globalized world?
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For more information visit scs.georgetown.edu/realestate
or call 202.687.9700

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE 2008 FALL TERM

Tuesday, April 1
4:30 PM
McGuinn 121
Learn about the International Studies Major and Minor and
course options for the fall semester.
Meet Program Director Professor Robert Murphy and
International Studies students
International Studies website: bc.edu/isp
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Organizations urge BC to join DSP
Sweatshop from D8
organization who asserts that even though

students are often seen as apathetic, they
are a force in the movement. "Although
the youth in generalis often cast under
generalities of apathy and indifference,
we believe that the Boston College studentbody holds a tremendous potential
in being activeparticipants in University
decisions," he says in an e-mail.
While discussing how companies often
switch from factory to factory, making
accountability difficult, he realizes the
potential possibility. "Although Boston
College has little overall role in these
processes, it does have the potential to
work towards a more just globalization
and garment industry," he says.
The United Students against Sweatshops is not the onlystudent organization
striving for change. Through the Global
Justice Project (GJP) at BC, students
have also spread the word about sweatshops. Approximately 10 years ago, the
GJP petitionedfor the Bookstore to join
the Workers' Rights Consortium (WRC),
which is a group that is well respected
by many labor organizations. Over 180
universities have joinedthe WRC. Other
universities across the country have
taken similar actions to raise the issue
and petition theirschools to adopt codes
of conduct against apparel companies
that use sweatshops, specifically in the
bookstores.

Likewise, Fuller-Googins brought up
Organizationsat BC havebeen pivotal by labor laws. Thirty schools, including sistent with the University'spolicies; the
anti-sweatshop campaign, but a Georgetown, Brandeis, Fordham, and Bookstore, as the first university member two concerns that BC may have regardColumbia, have joined the DSP.
course taught in the sociology departof the Fair LaborAssociation (FLA), will ing joining the DSP: the potential legal
ment by Darcy Leach has also selected
Sano regards the DSP with much not allowthe BC logo to be placedon any binding the DSP documentandthe extra
esteem, saying, "These people are very, item of apparel that does not coincide financial cost. This financial cost, howthis topic as a part of a course requirement. In the Social Change in Action very strict with the factories they use. with the University's "sociallyresponsible ever,is takenon by the WRC and not BC's
class, students choose a topic on campus The factories go by strict independent manner."
burden. "After a year ofinaction by the
and create an action plan. This year, the monitoring and strict anti-sweatshop
Sano acknowledges the Bookstore's administrationwe are slowlybeginning to
class has decided to take on the sweatregulation but Boston College did not policies and its involvement in both the understandthat dialoguecan only take us
FLA and the WRC. "The problem with so far; althoughwe wouldprefer to conshop policiesofBC. Theclass is planning sign on to this."
Likewise, BCUSAS hasbeen involved this group [the FLA] is that they don't tinue peacefulmeetings, we recognize the
to hold information sessions to discuss
BC's affiliation with corporations that with enforcingaccountability,not just at have a very strong statement in support urgency of theDSP campaign. To reiterare involved in thispractice.
BC but elsewhere. Fuller-Googins also ofworkers' rights unionized. They don't ate, the DSP is dependenton the support
Leach, in an e-mail, says,"The point acknowledges thepositive aspects of the come out in support of the living wage ofmajor universities likeBC; we needBC
of the class is not to rail against the UniDSP. "AlthoughBC has an anti-sweatand they don't come out and support to stop stallingwith minor concerns and
versity, but to teachstudents the practical shop policy, we recognize it is infeasible independentmonitoring of factories. So understand thatif they are serious about
skills theyneed to become engaged citiand unrealistic to think that one school someone can say 'we'renot a sweatshop' translatingtheir anti-sweatshop posture
zens and get involved in whatever issues
alone can enforce accountability. This is and it can be an inside situation," she intomeaningfulmaterialgains,construcare important to them.More importantly, why BCUSAS is working to have BC sign says.
tive measures must be takento affirmthe
However, Sano is puzzled as to why DSP," Fuller-Googins says.
it's to show them that they can get inonto the DSP
to ensure that apparel
volved and have a positive impact."
Thomas McKenna, thedirector ofthe
corporations only source from factories BC hasn't joinedtheDSP. "A lot of collegWhether it's a class project or studesignated for upholding fundamental es that we considerourselves comparable BC Bookstore, says thatthe store is soon
dents rallying together to support a labor standards," he says. "Given the with have gone ahead and donethiswhere to beinvolved with an emerging fair-trade
cause, the issue of sweatshops has seen negligible increased cost to the licensee BC has been approachedand I don't want apparel group, which the Bookstore has
much attention recently. The Designated and the diversity of suppliers included, to say they are resilient,but they haven't been buying from; in fact, BC was one
Suppliers Program (DSP), which has this program is both economically and signed up yet," Sano says.
of the first collegebookstores to do so.
gainedmomentum, establishes a code of logisticallyviable."
If this decision is based on a fear of However,further questions addressed to
McKenna, due to scheduling conflicts,
conduct for colleges and universities by
cost increase due to the living wage asAlthough the BC Bookstore has acmandating that apparelcompanies such knowledged the injustice of sweatshop pect, Sano points to a study done at Perm went unanswered.
as Nike, Reebok, and Champion - the labor and therefore created an antiwhere the tripling of apparel workers'
Although the issues surrounding
sweatshoppolicy, it is not yet a member wages onlyresulted in a 2 to 3 percent insweatshop labor will not be ending any
company found in the Bookstore - pay
time soon, Sano urges peopleto be smart
suppliers the cost ofmanufacturing their of DSP. This does not mean that the crease in prices ifretailers andmanufacproducts underthe given labor standards; Bookstore is in favor of sweatshop use. turers do not "eat" any ofthe costs. "The and seek information. "Be educated
this includes a living wage. By doing so, According to the Bookstore Web site, students are saying, 'we pay $50,000 to about where your products are coming
the DSP is trying to create incentives it has strict regulations against those go to school, we'll pay $51 instead of $49 fromandunder what circumstances they
are being made." \u25a0
for companies, motivating them to abide manufacturers whose actions are inconfor a sweatshirt,'" she says.
in the

...

Theology professor
surpasses expectations
acting with the studentshere." She revels

Cahill from D8
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-
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The three hamsters of Walsh Bud, Captain, and Ruby in their purple hamster palace before being confiscated by ResLife.

A tale of three Walsh hamsters
Hamster from D8
The third roommate, Erika Boltz,
A&S TO, says,"I cameback and therewas
a pink and purple hamster palacebeing
constructedin our room, completewith a
hamstertrack, and I was shocked."
The first night, the girls took their
hamsters to show to their friends in a
room down the hall. Soon enough, news
of the hamsters circulated throughout
the floor. Ted Brisbin, A&S '10, who lives
next door to the girls, recalls that one day
his roommate, James Leonard, A&S TO,
took him by surprise as he walked in to
the room and announced, "Yo Ted, the
girls next doorhave hamsters."This led
to what Joyce called, "more bonding than
a mixer could ever create."
"I mean we were neighbors but we
never really interacted until [we] were
reunited by the hamsters," Brisbin says.
He and his roommates began to visit the
hamstersmore frequentlyand eventually
becomefriends with them.
This is what the girls said that they
loved most about their hamsters. They
felt that more so thantheir buildingprogramming, the hamsters helpedto create
a unique floor andresidence hall bond,
making new friends, and encouraging
an open dialogue. Schmall reflects, "We
made lastingfriendships."
Pretty soon, the hamstersbecame an
infamous sensation in Walsh. Throughout weekend nights, visitors wouldshow
up to their room, begging to play with
Bud, Captain, and Ruby - the hamsters'

...

names.

Onecold day, however, the party came
to an abrupt end. Schmall returned to
the room and noticed that the hamsters
were fighting so violently that she had
to recruit the help of some neighbors
to separate them. She noticed what appeared to be a pink ball in the cage and
all of the sudden she realized that they
had separated a mother from her baby.
When she looked closer, she noticed
anothermother with children.Thus, they
finally knew the gender oftheir hamsters
- two girls and a boy. In total, six baby
hamsters were born - five to one mother
and one to another.
As hamsters are known for eating
their young, the girls thought it best to
separate all of the adult hamsters, using
used Tupperware containers and fishbowls, as they could not afford another
hamster cage.
This presented interesting obstacles,
as the one-child mother was unusually
strong. She could perform chin ups on
plastic spoons and soon used that energy
to escape from the cage. She did so about
four or five times, one time completely
disappearing for some time until the

girls spread food across their common

On thefirst Friday of thebreak, Joyce
floor. Joyce actually thought that was on her way to Ecuador when she reshe had found the escapee at one point ceived an urgent message from Schmall.
but realized that it was a mouse.
The girls hadallbut forgottenabout room
The girls noticed, however, that the inspections. Schmall returned to her
mother of five stopped caring for her room to find the girls' evaluation. They
youngsters. Schmall says, "One day, I had failed, with their list of infractions
came home from class and within six
reading, "lamp, candles, and hamsters."
hours she had abandoned them and ate The hamsters were missing. Schmall imthem." Fortunately, the parent with the mediately called Boltz, who was on her
only child did not do the same.
way to the same Appalachia send-off
The experience was devastating for Mass.
Schmall. "I almost vomited," she says.
Both girls spent the Mass praying for
Appalledby the cannibalistic actions their hamsters. After Mass, Boltz had
ofone ofherhamstersandfearing further to attend an urgent meeting. With no
impregnation, Joyce realized that it was one else to help her, Schmall took imtime to return two of the hamsters. She mediate action by talking to a graduate
decided to keep only the mother and student. More so than the prospect of
child, returning the other two hamsters losing her hamsters, Schmall feared for
to PetCo; Joyce paraphrasesthe cashier's her hamsters' health. She argued with
response as "No worries. It happens all
the graduate student, saying, "You took
the time; we'lltake themback."
my hamsters and my hamstersitters were
Things would only get worse. Spring coming to pick themup and we needthem
break came and Joyce was headed to back." And, she got just that.
Ecuador with the Pedro Arrupe program,
When spring break was over, the girls
andBoltz andSchmall were both leading were threatenedwithjudicialaction and
Appalachia trips. Just prior to break, housing probation if they were found
Joyce celebratedher20th birthday, when again with the hamsters. Joyce did not
a friend of hers accidentally spilled the know what do, but luckily Ramolins
beans to her mother, who in the past has contactedher. "Lauradidnot get in touch
not been fond of small animals. Joyce with me, when she returned from spring
says, "My mom hates rodents, and she break,so I assumedthat she wasn'tmissbanned them from coming to my home ing the hamsters, so Iwrote to her, asking
ever." As Joyce was the only Massachuhow shewanted to coordinatethe return
setts native in the group, the girls were andthen she saidthat she couldn'tkeep
forced to find someone to watch after themand that they needed a home. My
their hamsters.
daughter loved the motherand the baby
Finding no luck among their friends, we gave to a cousin," Ramolins says.
Joyce, who is currently looking for off"Sandra was really happy and really
campus housing next year, decided to gratefulto keep themand we were allrepost an ad on Craigslist. "I wasn't sure ally sad," Joyce says.
what kind of response I would receive,"
Boltz misses the friendship that her
she says, "but I received around 50 ehamsters offered to her. "I just liked the
mails, many ofwhichhad listsofhamster way that theygreetedme when I walkedin
credentials."
the doorafter class when I had aparticuAmid a pile of colorful Craigslist larlyrough day and they tapped me with
ads, one of which was from a "madhot" their ball," she says. Joyce misses their
Boston University student, Joyce found "softness andcuddliness." Still, the girls
Sandra Ramolins, a mother with two are happy that they are in a betterplace,
children who seemed normal. Much to especially as Ramolins's daughter was so
their surprise,Ramolins turnedout to be enthusiastic to have them.
a former Boston College student, having
Ramolinswantedto ensure that everygraduatedin 1983with a Bachelor ofArts thing with the hamsters was great. "We
in English and an received MAT in 1988.
just don'thave a name yet," she says.
Joycethought it best tokeep thehamsters
Whileallthreegirls chimedin together
"in the family."
that theywill never let theirchildrenhave
In an e-mail, Ramolins communicated hamsters, in the end, they all agree that
her experience with the hamsters. She their hamster experiencewas well worth
says,"I was interested in babysitting the pain; it brought themcloser together
hamsters, since I wanted to see how my and will leave themwith memories to last
daughter would like hamsters. My son's a lifetime.
hamster was too quick for her."
The experiencedis best summedup by
Joycecoordinatedthe sitting arrangeSchmall: "Theywere a mix of everything
ment withRamolins,and allwas set when - a rollercoaster - they made us laugh,
the first Friday ofspring break came. The they made us scream, they made us cry,
hamsters were off to an exciting break, they were reallyfun to play with as a protoo. Or, so they thought.
crastination tool, they were snuggly." \u25a0
room

UNICEF donations.Like any academic,
though, Cahill puts each event into
context; accordingly, she attributes her
school's "sexist environment" and ignorance to the pre-Vatican II outlookof
Catholic America.
Fortunatelyfor Cahill, her senior year
in high schoolcoincided with the groundbreakingVatican 11,whichresulted in the
breakdownof many socialbarrierswithin
the church. Just as she prepared to leave
Virginia to seek new opportunities, the
church declared its new position on genderequality,whichparticularlymotivated
Cahill in her lateracademicpursuits.
"There was this contagious sense of
change and empowerment," she recalls
with wideeyes and a smile, as if she still
feelsthe Zeitgeist of the 1960s today.
Upon CahilFs arrival at Santa Clara,
she sensed a "surge of interest in theology" among students, as well as "a lot
of new opportunities opening up for
women," and she quickly decidedto add
theologyto her English major. When she
informed her parents, their seemingly
myopic reaction surprised her: "They
said, 'Don't worry, she'll just teach for a
few years before she gets married.'" No
doubt, their reaction spurred Cahill to
surpass expectations in a field traditionally for men.
Soon, Cahill found herself the only
womanin herfield's entering class at the
University of Chicago Divinity School.
There, she wrote herdissertationon bioethics, a topic on which she now teaches
a course on at BC.
Also in Chicago, Cahill met her husband of35 years, Larry, then a law student. After Cahill taught for one semester
at Concordia College in Minnesota, the
couple moved to Boston, where Cahill
accepted the position at BC that she
would holdfor over three decades and
counting.

"I knew I wanted to teach at a Jesuit
Cahill says,"and I love inter-

university,"

in discussing dissertation ideas with
doctoral students, "the next generation
of voices in theology." Cahill can name
a long list of things she loves about BC,
includingthediverse faculty, dinnerparties with her colleagues, and serving on
the Jesuit Advisory Board.
But above all, Cahill feels "valued by
BC," which is an important factor for a
feminist theologian whoseeks to explore
controversial issues within the church,
such as abortion and homosexuality.
She looks forward to the publication of
her latestbook within the next couple of
years, whichshe says "connectstheological ethics with Christianity and politics
with a global dimension." If it sounds
ambitious, it is - she's sacrificed the
entire left side of her office to mounds
of research material, confident that the
finished product will beworth it.
While CahilPs career has always provided intellectualstimulation, she admits
that her family is also "a huge focus of
attention" and source of support. She
and Larry raised five children, including
two BC alums and an intern for Barack
Obama. They adopted their youngest
three - all boys - from Thailand, where
the Cahillclan traditionally visits to honor theirBuddhist heritage. This summer,
they'lltake the trip with Cahill's 93-yearold father, a "strong Catholic" whoCahill
admiresfor his open-mindedness.
Ever since her first memories as a
student, Cahill has taken note ofboundaries and then pushed them. Naturally,
she encourages the nextgenerationto do
the same. While sheadmiresBC students
for their commitmentto service learning,
Cahill sees a direneed for post-trip "politicalinvolvementand social change."
To students that will never meet her,
Cahill poses this challenge: "What can
we do as people with an elite education
caring for the Jesuitmission?"It's a question that will take a lifetime to answer,
but that is made easier by the example of
real-liferole modelslike Cahill. \u25a0
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At last, advertising that features breasts (or a valid reason.
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Instead of using breasts to sell beer or cars, we're using them to

i

sell breast health. For more information about breast heal ard

EH

ways to get involved in the cause, as well

as tofind out how to

bring our educational breast health tour to your campus, visit
www.komen.org/g00rca111.866.566.3648.
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SaiHed

SheSaid
"My apartment is always a mess. I've told my roommates countless
times about the beer bottles scattered everywhere after a Thursday
night and thefood left out for days, but I'm still the only one who
seems to do anything. I don't want to live in filth, but I also don't
want to have to clean it all by myself, especially when some of it isn't
even my mess. What do I do?"
Sick of the Mop and Broom

ABROAD AT BC

Culture
chameleons

?

Ryan Responds:

Lisa Says:

I hope you at least have your own bedroom, an oasis of order and cleanliness to
Whatshould you do? Hmmm. Well, for starters, you can shut up. I don'twant
which you canretreat. Rememberfreshman year when you survived in a 12-by-12room you to take this the wrong way, but you soundlike an incredibly annoying person,
with allthe things you ever neededandwanted?That setup would admittedlybe less You are thekind ofperson who complains just to complain. It's almost April, and
fun junior year. Maybe you have on-campus friends who are looking for a squatter.
you are just realizing now that your roommates are messy? In addition to being
I'm assuming your roommates don't mind pushing aside garbage to sit on the whiny, you are also a huge pushover. Your roommates leaveyour apartment in
couch or constantlykicking cans as they walk across the room, so leaving the place shambles, and you scurry out of your room after a night ofpartying andclean eva mess until they decide they've had enoughisn't
erythingup. Why aren't you partying, too? I guess
an option.
"I'm assuming your roommates don't mind push- you are a boringperson, as well.
And I'vebeen to guys' rooms andrealize that n ? aside garbage to sit on the couch or constantly
ms s tne same °ld I-don't-like-what-my*
their definitionof'clean" may not, infact, actually ~
roommates-are-doing-but-I-refuse-to-say-any&
kicking cans as they walk across the room, so leaving ,
,
, ,
,
be clean;perhaps your roommates are unaffected
thing situation. We get this question a lot here, and
°
°
ye had enough T
place
the
a
mess
until
decide
they
they
by what you call "filth."
always answer it the same way Say somethingto
Maybe they think the beer-can infestation isn't an option."
your roommates! It's difficult for me to actuallyyell
makes the place feel homey and college-y.
at you Decause lamconstricted to words on a page,
LISCI OH IeSS-thcLYl-neCLt rOOftlrTLClteS
I'm sorryto say that I have no cleverway to deal
but if I could, I would,
withthis enigma, no witty words that will cut your
So, let's review. You complain a lot. You are a
roommates in just the right way, sending them straight for a trash can and broom.
walking doormat.You are boring. And you are ugly (I actually don'tknow if this
All I can say is talkto your roommates.
true). Anyway, you need to work on yourpersonality first. You can start by standing
Unless you are an extremelyunlucky junior who got shafted withhousing whileall up for yourself. Like I said, demandthatyour roommates help you clean. If they
your realfriends are on-campus honors students, thenyou are friendly withthese guys won't clean, then do something drastic: Taketheir trash andput it on their beds,
and thereforeshould not fear a serious conversation. Then smile, play some power That should get their attention. Once they come around, you are one step closer to
music, and invite them to join you in a little spring cleaning.
becoming a new person.
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''''I've been dating this girlfor aboutfive months now and I'mfalling for her. The onlyproblem is she is a bit over the top. She took our
relationship too seriously too fast and now she's even mentioning marriage. I'm not ready for this kind ofcommitment, but I also want
to keep dating her - just not at the same pace we are goingright now. How can I tell her to cut the marriage talk so that we can get back
to being an average couple?"
?Not the Marrying Kind Yet

...

Ryan Says:
So, you are falling for a girl who is unusuallyclingy, needy, and desperate.
Everyone is into a certain type of girl, and it turns out that your preference is the
complete disaster type. It's actually good that guys like you are attracted to these
types of girls because they are getting tired oftheir usual tactics for keeping their
boyfriends around: black mail andfaking pregnancies.
I actuallythink you should marry her. If you did, you wouldhave the gratitude
of everyother guy on theplanet. lam guessing that you don't want to do this (and
I can't imagine why).
You can start by sitting her down and talking to her. Tell her you care about her,
but things are going too fast and you don'tfeel comfortable talking about marriage

Lisa Responds:
Much creditfor not dropping your girlfriendthe moment she mentioned marriage andfor insteadfalling in love with her. Very sweet. Honestly, a lot of girls
like talkingabout marriage and window-shoppinggowns andrings. If she's in a

relationship, it's evenmore probable that she's pictured your wedding day once or
twice. Not to scare you - but girls like to dream.
You are right to feel a little scared. You are a collegecouple of five months, and
whileyou may eventuallyreach happily ever after (and be very excitedfor it), this
is not a topic to bring up now. Yes, she might say, but why date someone with no
possibilityofmarriage?You're right, I'd respond, but there's a time and a place to
seriously voice marriage plans, and it is after you know each others' personalities
and goals. That, by the way, would be when you've
yet.
On an unrelatedside note, I've noticedthat
"Did you really think that I had some highly compli- actually fallen for her.
Make sure that when you bring up this issue (and
I advocate "candid talks" a lot. I have woncated plan for you to implement? I don't. All I have is I'd adviseyou to do so), you do not offend your
j
ji.Tj t vjtu
i
dered
and
1 nave narwhy 1 do this so much,
rowed it downto two reasons. One, it works. A commonsense and a few jokes."
girlfriend.
Don't say you don't want to think about marrylot of couples andfriends have troublebeing
Ryan, on his common-sense responses
honest with each other about difficult topics,
ing her, or that you are too "young" to talk about
but, unfortunately, it's necessary.
the future. She'll interpret that as you trying to
Two, the answers to your questions are so unbelievablyobvious that many of
downgradethe relationship to a fling.
Instead, say you love her - if you do - andthat you enjoy imagining all the cool
the responses write themselves. When you say "my girlfriendand I are having a
andromantic things you'll one day do together, but in more abstract ways. Be honproblemwhat should I do?" I wonderif youreally can'tfigure out what to do. It's
like you have never interacted with people before. Did you really think that I had
est with her: that word, thatconcept-become-potential-reality,freaks you out. Not
some highlycomplicatedplan for you to implement?I don't. All I have is common
because it's with her, but because you're a guy.
sense and a few jokes. For many guys, that's all we need.
Isn't it great when male stereotypes back you up?
?

RyanLopez is a staff columnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at lopezr@
bcheights.com.

Lisa Cook is a senior staff columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes comments at
cooklb@bcheights.com.

"He Said/She Said" welcomes questions for future columns as well as comments
about this week's responses. All printed questions remain anonymous. Send any
comments to Tula at batanchi@bcheights.com.

COLLEGE CONNECTIONS

Caffeinefiend always in need ofhis next cup o' joe
switch on. Walk out ofkitchen to put in
my contacts.

Dave Benoit
With everythingblurry, it takes a
few moments to decideif my brain isn't
working or if I just haven't put in my
contacts yet. It's the contacts, but they
come second. My eyes are too heavy for
them yet my fingers too cold. Squinting, trying to avoid the brightlights,
I walk into thekitchen. I nod to my
roommate- talk isn't necessary yet.
I take the coffee pitcher, shake it,
look again, see that it's empty. I rinse
it quickly, fill it to the three. The water
isn'tperfectly clear. I consider dumping it out. Decide against it. Pour it
in the coffee maker. Grab the grounds
next to it. Dunkin' Donuts.
Lookfor theblack plastic spoon we
use. Look twice. Look inside grounds.
Must have left it there yesterday. Put
in a new filter and count the scoops.
One. Two. Three. Four. Wait. Only need
three. Dump four in anyway. Flip the

That's the way my morning starts.
Coffee first. Everything else after.
Me and coffee. Coffee and me. It's a
beautiful thing.
One friend once asked me if I ever
went anywhere without a coffee in my
hand. On this campus? Probably not.
A cup in the morning comes to
class. I don't eat breakfast, coffee takes
care of that. A cup when I go to work
at night, or class at night, or the library
at night. On a warm day, I graban iced
coffee or some sort ofcoffee drink for
an afternoon treat.
It's what most people call an addiction.

Some days - bad ones - coffee is all
I have. I sit in Bapst with my laptop, a
pile ofbooks and newspaper with stories on Haitian immigrants. I have 27
pages due the next day. I am a zombie
of caffeine andwork. Food doesn't get
eaten. I just read and sip and note and
sip and go andread more about something else Ithink might help me.
It's approaching2 a.m., and I'm
on page 15. Twelve pages isn'tthat
big of a dealI decide. I go back to my
room to make another pot. My arms

start to ache, right up in the shoulder
area. I try to stretch a bit. It feelslike
every singlebook in the pile is on my
shoulder, pushing it down. Someone
tells me coffee and caffeine can lead to

acheswhen overdosed. I nod. I know
it's true, but I don'thave an option.
I type and sip and try to type some
more. Pages get done without realizing
it. The coffee is purely apsychological
thing, I could sleep at any moment or I
could stay up, the coffee helps me think
aboutthe latter.
These days, I wish I didn'tdrink it.
I wish that I could have orange juice
andbe fine.
I think I can feel it killing my heart,
destroying me digestive track, blackening my teeth.Then I take another sip
and it tastes bad. I go get some water,
but a few minutes later I need the coffee again. I curse myself. I curse the
drug. I drink it.
I used to drink it with lots of cream
and a few sugars. Back when I had a
mealplan. Now cream is expensive.
(Milk is gross, I don't ever do milk.)
And I don'tlike the sugar without the
cream, so I drink it black.
One morning freshman year, I had
run out of cream in my room and was

late for Survey ofBio. By the way, yes, I
had an illegalcoffee maker in Cheverus.
Take that, ResLife. I took a black cup
with me. I had never drank it black.
The acidity hurt. My stomachfelt weird
after class. I didn'tfinish it but went
and got another cup, with extra cream.
Now I justpour the blackness into
the cup and the cup into my stomach.
If I don'thave it, I get a headache.
I'm not a headache person except in
this situation. In the morning, it's the
shower and the fresh air that make my
eyes start working, but it's the coffee
that makes it feel allright to be awake.
This is my confession. I love coffee.
But I hate it at the same time. It's a
curse, I think. It's a disease, Iknow.
It's somethingI shouldprobably try to
break. It's not something that is going
away.

Some day, maybeI'llbe able to
break the habit, and I'll have a cup
in the morning andbe good to go. Of
course, maybesomedayI'll also just
learn to go to bed at a normalhour and
sleep the way they tell you to.
Dave Benoit is a staff columnistfor The
Heights. He welcomes comments at benoitd@bcheights.com.

Jason Ng
What happens when a chameleon
forgets what color it originallywas?
I was reflecting with a friend of mine
on our experiences these past three
years as internationalstudents when
we began to talk about the state of the
third-culturekid here at BostonCollege.Though the definitionhasbeen
debatedfor years, the third-culturekids
are generallychildren who have spent
a significant amount oftime growing up in a culture that was different
from theirbirth culture, usually as a
result of moving to a differentcountry.
Inresponse to the different cultural
experiencesthey encounter during their
time in the various social environments,
they developa new hybridizationfrom
elementsof the two cultures - a third
culture.
Many ofthe internationalstudents
at BC are third-culturekids. More often
than not, we attended private internationalschools at home or prep schools
abroad, effectivelybeingbrought up in
a very different social environment from
our peers at public schools. Some are
evenfourth- or fifth-culture kids.
Third-culture kids tend to have a
certain ability to understandand empathize withpeople of differentcultures
and can move in and out of different
socialgroups by exhibiting different
characteristics they pick up from their
cultural experiences. In a sense, they
holdmultiple cultural identities, shifting between them as they move from
social group to social group.
While this particular blend of
experiencesallows third-culturekids
to developa particular globalperspective to the world, it is not without its
problems. As a result of their hybrid
identity, third-culturekids sometimes
feel at home anywhere but simultaneously nowhere. Thoughthey feel an
affinity with people from their home
and "adopted" cultures, there is, ironically, a cultural barrierbetweenthem.
Erectedby the very same hybrid nature
oftheir cultural identity, third-culture
kids habituallyfeel distantfrom their
peers. They are foreign, and yet native.
Throughout middle and high school,
relatives at reunions would assume that
I, being so "Western" and "American,"
was attendingboarding school in the
States. Yet, I had never even seen the
Statue ofLiberty, let alone study at
an American institution. On the other
hand, despitemaking good friends from
American universities in my summer
camp programs, I felt an inability to
truly connectto them. I was neither
simplyHongKong nor was I Western,
or, as my family put it, "American," and
yet I was. Since BC, my cultural home
hasbecomeboth Bostonand Hong
Kong, and yet in neither place did I
truly feel a sense ofbelonging.
My British education at home created within me a different identity, as
I adoptedWesternvaluesthat would
run against the grain of social norms at
home, andreactions to my new values,
in turn, shaped my character. The last
three years I've spent here at BC and
in America havefurther added to this
melting pot; I picked up certain social
values and characteristics from my different cultural experiences.
Due to the difficulty they encounter
when trying to assimilate social environment, third-culturekids often suffer
from depression. Feelings ofbeing misunderstoodbypeople ofother cultures,
even of the native cultures, often arise.
Further, the constant shifting of coats
ofidentities is not only exhausting,but
potentiallydamagingto the formation
ofself identity. In their search for acceptance and understanding, thirdculturekids usually find comfort in the
company of other third-culturekids.
My best friend here, for one, is another
third-culturekidfrom thePhilippines.
Here at BC, I fortunatelyhave the
joyof being surrounded by a great
group offriends. Yet, I still very often
run into identity crises. Having to
adapt to differentsocial norms and culturalgroups on an everydaybasis, I find
myselfunable to assert my true identity.
I'm not always sure ifI'm comfortable
acting the way I do. I'm constantly
switching coats and trying to reach
out to other cultures and experiences.
ThoughI generallyhave fun meeting
people and learning more about the
greaterAmerican culture, I can't help
but wonder, from time to time, whether
I can ever find true acceptance and a
sense of belonging.
I never knew what the fate of the
chameleon was. Perhaps one day I'll
find out.
Jason Ng is a staff columnistfor The
Heights. He welcomes comments at ngj@
bcheights.com.
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BC alum

adopts
hamster
ResLife consficates
hamsters that BC
students buy as pets
By Joseph Neese
Heights Editor

Getting the 'sweat'
out of BC apparel

When Laura Joyce's, A&S TO, roommate moved out ofher four-person suite
in Walsh at the beginning of the semester,
Joyceandher roommates felt a significant
gap in their living environment. Reflecting on the situation, roommate Theresa
Schmall, A&S TO, says, "We didnot want
toreplace her, but we had a vacancy that
we wanted to fill."

With only one class on Friday morning, Joyce quickly became bored with
the lack of activities on campus. She

called Schmall and jokinglyasked if the
vacancy could possibly be filled by a
dwarfhamster - a long-desired pet of
Joyce's. Schmall did not take her very
seriously and jokingly told her to do as
she desired.
Joyce then hopped in a cab and went
to PetCo in Brighton. "Someonetookme
to this dingy corner of PetCo and told
me that I could adopt three hamsters,"
she says. Oddly, not a single worker or
the manager could tellher the gender of
the hamsters, unwilling to pick them up
to do so.
A strong advocateofchildren's rights,
Joyce also feels passionately about animals. Seeing the hamsters abandoned in
PetCo brokeher heart, and theirbedding
was also in a desperateneed of a change.
While she had not intended to return
home with three hamsters, she says she
thought the animalswouldbe happiestif
they remained together.
Concealedin designershoppingbags,
Joyce smuggled the hamsters, which she
recalls being in a "littlebrown container,"
as she spent the wholecabride fearingthe
warning ofher cashier, who told herthat
they generally chew through the boxes.
Returning home, Joyce felt riveted and
excitedfor the new semester. She reflects
on her experience saying, "It's what
boredom does."

ology department andGA&S '12, feels as though
college students are more affected; therefore,
FeaturesEditor
the issue of sweatshop labor should be more
Walking around the Boston College campus, important to them. "Generally speaking, college
students don'thave a lot of money and clothes
it is almost guaranteed that at least one person
is wearing some sort of BC attire. The students made in sweatshops are cheaper. Also, college
are proud oftheir school and eagerly display this
students don't always have cars so they are limited
pride on sweatshirts, T-shirts, sweatpants, and in where they can shop," she says. "You want to
baseballcaps. Unfortunately,these same students wear clothes from your collegebecause you're a
have no ideawherethe items theypurchase at the part of the school and it goes back to belonging
Bookstore come from or what the circumstances and supporting your team. You don't really have
a choice of what to buy there [the Bookstore].
behindtheir creation are.
The use ofsweatshops and child laborin many You go down to the Bookstore and there's a cerof America's apparel and textile industries has tain number of things you can purchase. And for
collegekids that doesn't give them a lot ofpower
become an ongoing problem in recent years. Although theproblem with sweatshopsdatesback to over what they want to buy." Or, as the case often
Feudal times, therehas always been a struggle for is, where to buy it.
In today's business environment, making
worker'srights; in today's age, thelabor movement
must also deal with the globalizationof labor. money is the No. 1 priority. This is where the use
Most people would admit that they would avoid of child labor and sweatshops arises. The propurchasing items if they knew they were made ductionof goods at the least amount of cost to
a business is paramount. Some business owners
under these conditions, but a majority ofAmericans - college students included - havelittle to no
demand long hours of their workers at minimum
pay; others hire children to do the work of adults,
knowledge of what companies are guilty.
paying them next to nothing.
Joelle Sano, a graduate assistant in the sociBy

Tula Batanchiev

Sweatshops and child labor are often associated with locations outside of the United States
- such as China, Cambodia, India, Mexico, the
Philippines, and Vietnam - but the truth is that
many companiesin theUnited States are involved
with sweatshop labor. Companies such as Old
Navy, The Gap, Banana Republic, Nike, Guess?,
Disney, Mattel, andRalph Lauren (just to name
a few) are known for exporting theirwork to these
countries. Additionally, a "Made in USA" label
does not guarantee that employers are being
reasonablypaid for their labor.
This problem, however, is not altogether impossibleto rally against. Boycotting specific stores
that use this type oflabor has been a tactic that
Americans havebeen using for years. The newest
trend of college students has been purchasing
products made with organic cotton.
BC's own UnitedStudents Against Sweatshops
(BCUSAS) organization has rallied against this
cause, putting much time and energy into their
campaign, specifically last year. Ben FullerGoogins, A&S '09, is one such member of the

See Sweatshop, D6
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Professor paves way for women in theology
offive grown children. While she's proud Virginia, where she attended Catholic
of her accomplishments, Cahill clearly school and lived with her parents and
values long-termcommitments - to her sister in "the average 1950s suburban,
Lisa Sowle Cahill, who has taught work andher personal life - over specific middle-class lifestyle." At age 7, her
theology at Boston College since 1976, moments of success. If you ask her to father was relocated by the Air Force to
has enjoyed the career of every aspiring name the highlight of her career, Cahill Madrid, Spain, where the Sowle family
hesitates, and eventuallycomes up with residedforfour years.Althoughbrief, this
theologian'sdreams.She is a pastpresident of both the Catholic Theological an unexpected answer.
time abroadinfluenced Cahill'slater apSociety of America and the Society of
"The thing that means the most to preciationfor travel,cross-culturallearnChristian Ethics; she has served on the me," she says, "is having taught at BC ing, and internationalsocialjustice.
editorialboard of nine renowned scholCahill recalls some events from her
for so many years." Cahill says she feels
arly journals; she was honored as the "very in tune with the Jesuit mission" parochial school back in Virginia that
1999Alumnaof theYearby her graduate to educate the whole person, which she might raise a few eyebrows today. When
school, the University of Chicago; she identifiedwith as an undergraduatein the Cahill took an aptitude test to deterholds nine honorary degrees; and she 19605,a time ofgreatfluxfor universities, mine her vocation, theresults indicated
has authored 12books as wellas over 150 the Catholic Church, and the nation at that she should pursue priesthood, but
essays in books in journals.
large.Indeed, throughout Cahill'slife, she Cahill's teacher advised her to consider
But beyond her awe-inspiring resume, has consistentlytaken advantageof new alternatives better fit for women, such
Cahill's life mirrors what most students opportunitiesthat openedup - especially as teaching. Also, Cahillremembers her
hope for themselves:the fine balancebefor women - to follow her passions and school's fundraising for "pagan babies
tween satisfaction at work and at home. to pave the way for thefuture students to in the Third World," much like today's
Not only is she a leadingtheologian,but excel in mind and in spirit.
Cahill is also a happily married mother
Cahill's education began in northern
See Cahill, D 6

By

Maria Lagorio

For The Heights

PHOTO COURTESYOF LISA SOWLE CAHILL

Cahill (center) with her father, her husband, and herfive children at Christmas this year.
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